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(ABSTRACT)

The need for smaller and more efficient power supplies steadily grows. Many power supplies in-

corporate high-frequency dc·to—dc switching converters to meet these demands. Recently, a new

class of switching converters has been introduced which can operate at very high frequencies to

further reduce size and increase efficiency. They are called quasi-resonant converters. Previously,

the dc characteristics of many of these converters had been determined, assuming ideal components

and circuit operating conditions. However, as the frequency of operation increases, the circuit be-

havior becomes less ideal causing changes in the expected characteristics. This is because resistive

losses, sexniconductor junction capacitances, and other parasitic (undesirable) elements become

more pronounced at higher frequencies.

This thesis investigates the effects of parasitic elements on the dc characteristics of several zero-

current-switched, buck-derived quasi-resonant converters. For the quasi-resonant buck converter,

it is demonstrated that for certain operating conditions the dc voltage gain can increase when

parasitic losses are increased. Design guidelines are given for maximizing this converter’s efficiency.
Various forward quasi~resonant topologies are investigated, and the effects of parasitic elements on

circuit operation are highlighted. A dc analysis is performed for the secondaxy-resonance forward

converter, which has not previously been analyzed. This converter can operate either in full-wave

or half-wave mode. Its dc voltage gain in full-wave mode is less sensitive to load variations than {
other resonant forward topologies that only operate in ha1f·wave mode. {
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1.1 Background II¢~0I'I1”l(lÜOIl

The need for smaller, lighter, and more efficient power supplies steadily grows as

computers and other electronic products decrease in size. The circuit density within

microelectronic chips is rapidly increasing, allowing equipment to contain fewer chips

while performing more complex functions. Therefore, the power supply becomes a

larger portion of these systems and more attention is devoted to reducing its size.

In large systems, such as main-frame computers, the power supply requirements are just

as stringent. For these systems, use of distributed power processing can be

advantageous. Generally, this involves many power supplies, each on a circuit board

located in a rack among several digital logic circuit boards. These power supplies must

be small and efficient to fit in the racks without generating too much heat.

I
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Most power supply applications requiring high efficiency and small size use a switching
converter. In switching converters, the size of the filter components and transformer
decreases as the switching frequency is increased. However, when the switching
frequency becomes exceedingly high, losses in each switching element and switch-drive
circuit begin to dominate causing a loss of efficiency. It is desirable to make
improvements to the converter which increase switching frequency, without incurring
higher switching losses. This can be achieved in two ways. One way is through the
improvement of power semiconductor switches by reducing parasitic junction
capacitances and increasing switching speed. This is occurring at a moderate rate by the
semiconductor manufacturers, but not rapidly enough to keep up with the demands of
power supply designers. The other way to achieve higher frequencies is by the
advancement of new switching converter topologies, as pursued in this thesis.

Because power electronics is still a relatively new field of study, many new switching
converter topologies are being proposed [1-6, 8-ll]. Many of these new topologies,
including the three analyzed in this thesis, reduce stress and losses in the switch, allowing
higher switching frequencies. The following paragraphs illustrate the relationship
between these topologies and the converters analyzed in this work.

Figure 1.1 shows a classification tree of dc-to-dc switching converter topologies. The
major categories of dc-to-dc switching converters are: pulse-width·modulated (PWM)
converters, quasi-resonant converters, and resonant converters. Currently, PWM
converters are the most common because they are best understood. The resonant
converters, which reduce switching losses and stress compared with PWM converters,
have been used in limited applications and usually only for inverters and higher power
systems.

1. INTRODUCTION 2
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Figure 1.1 Relationship between the three converters analyzed in this thesis and
existing classes of dc-to-dc switching converter topologies.
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Quasi-resonant converters (QRCs) are the newest class of switching converters.

Although some transformer-isolated converters of this type were introduced earlier [5,6],

it has only been recently understood that there exists a large family of converters in this
class. The term "quasi-resonant" [7], refers to converters which are a hybrid between

PWM converters and resonant converters. Quasi-resonant converters possess the

advantages of simple topologies, like PWM converters; and reduced switching losses, like

resonant converters. In general, a QRC is formed from a PWM converter by replacing

each conventional active switch with a "resonant switch." The resonant switch is

actually a network consisting of an LC resonant tank and a switch (transistor and

diode). Resonant switches can be either zero-voltage-switched or zero-current—switched.

The resonant tank shapes the switch voltage or current (depending on type of resonant

switch), to minimize switching stress andlosses.The

quasi-resonant converters can be divided into two categories, depending on the type
of resonant switch used, as illustrated in Figure l.l. In this thesis, the QRCs analyzed

are of the zero-current·switched type. This means that there is virtually zero current

through the switch when it is turned on and off, and at the switching instants there are

no step-changes in the switch current. Henceforth, in this thesis, all references to

quasi-resonant converters will imply zero-current-switched unless otherwise stated.

Under the category of zero-current-switched converters, for every PWM converter there

exist a number of corresponding quasi-resonant converters. The buck-derived converters

have been chosen for study in this thesis since the PWM versions have relatively simple

dc and small—signal ac characteristics. Buck-derived, quasi~resonant converters include
the buck QRC and forward QRCs of which there are a number of variations.

I. INTRODUCTION 4
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1.2 Preview of Material Incladed in this Thesis

This thesis discusses the dc steady—state operation and characteristics of the buck
quasi-resonant converter (QRC) and two versions of the forward QRC. Circuit analysis
and computer simulations are used to study the behavior of these converters. Also,
breadboard circuits have been constructed in the laboratory and experimental results are
compared with the theory. The effects of parasitic elements on dc voltage gain and
efhciency are presented. To explain these results, the effects of parasitics on the
waveforms within the converters are demonstrated. Design guidelines are given for
maximizing converter efliciency. Parasitics also affect component stresses, and
expressions are derived which predict these stresses. The following paragraphs
summarize the contents of this thesis.

Section 1.3 describes the circuit simulation program called IGSPICE which is used to
supplement the circuit analysis. IGSPICE provides a convenient way to gain insight
into the complexities of circuit operation when parasitic elements are introduced. Also
included is a description of IGSPICE models for various components within the
quasi-resonant converters.

Chapter 2 presents a dc analysis of the buck QRC which is shown in Figure l.2a.
Previously, the voltage-conversion ratio for this converter had been determined for the
case where parasitic losses have been neglected [2]. In this analysis, the effects of
equivalent series resistance (ESR) in the resonant inductor and resonant capacitor are
included. lt is shown that the dc voltage gain can increase with increasing losses for
certain operating conditions. The effects of losses on the resonant tank waveforms are

1. INTRODUCTION 5
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Figure 1.2 The buck·derived, zero-current-switched quasi-resonant convertcrs
analyzed in this thesis.
a) Quasi-resonant buck converter.
b) Vinciarelli converter (reset by parasitics).
c) Vinciarelli converter with reset winding. _
d) Secondary-resonance forward converter.
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demonstrated to explain the results of the dc analysis. The exact results of the dc

analysis can only be found by numerical methods or from graphs. To provide more

analytical insight, simple, approximate expressions which predict the dc Voltage gain and

efficiency are derived in Section 2.4. Using these results, design guidelines to maximize

converter efficiency are presented in Section 2.5.

Chapter 3 serves as an introduction to various forward QRC topologies which can result
when a transformer is added to the buck QRC. The analyses of these forward

quasi-resonant converters are given in Chapters 4 and 5.

Chapter 4 discusses two implementations of the forward quasi-resonant topology known

as the Vinciarelli converter [5]. Like the PWM forward converter, the quasi-resonant

forward converters must have a means by which the transformer core flux can be reset.

If external circuitry is not added to the Vinciarelli converter the transformer will be reset

due to circuit parasitics. Section 4.1 examines the implementation of the Vinciarelli
' converter where the parasitics are used advantageously to reset the transformer core.

This case is represented schematically by Figure 1.2b. The dc characteristics including

parasitic effects for this implementation are presented. An expression is derived to

predict the transistor Voltage stress which is a function of the Values of the parasitic

elements in this type of operation. The other implementation studied is presented in
Section 4.2. In this case, external circuitry is added to provide a more controlled

transformer reset in the Vinciarelli converter using a standard technique usually

associated with the PWM forward converter. A diode in series with a tertiary

transformer winding is placed across the input Voltage source as illustrated in Figure

1.2c. A practical converter using this reset mechanism is demonstrated in Section 4.2.2.

1. INTRODUCTION 7



Chapter 5 analyzes a recently introduced forward quasi-resonant topology known as the
secondary-resonance forward converter [ll], shown in Figure 1.2d. Its operation and
dc characteristics are different from the other converters of Figure 1.2. An advantage
of the secondary-resonance forward converter is that the transformer flux is reset
inherently within the converter topology. No external reset circuitry is required, and the
reset is not dependent on parasitics. Also, this converter can operate in either full-wave
or half-wave mode, whereas the Vinciarelli converter only operates in half-wave mode.
When the secondary-resonance forward converter operates in full-wave mode it is much
less sensitive to load variations than is the Vinciarelli converter. Section 5.1 presents the
circuit operation and topological stages. The dc characteristics are derived in Section
5.2. Device stresses, which are a function of the dc operating point in this converter, are
derived in Section 5.3.

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with a summary of results and suggestions for further
study.

Appendices A and B contain derivations of the dc characteristics for the converters
analyzed, the results of which are used throughout the thesis.

1.3 IGSPICE Circuit Simulation Program and Component

Models

Usually parasitics in a physical circuit are undesirable because most circuits exhibit ideal
characteristics only when the components individually behave in an ideal fashion.

1. 11~mzonuc*r10N 8



However, some circuits are designed to take advantage of the existence of certain
parasitics. For example, with an isolated PWM converter it is necessary to minimize the
parasitic leakage inductance of the transformer, whereas with many isolated
quasi-resonant and resonant converters it has been shown that the leakage inductance
can be used to effectively form all or part of the resonant inductance.

In quasi-resonant converters there are many parasitic elements which can influence
circuit behavior. With the trend toward higher operating frequencies, these parasitic
effects become more pronounced, and at very high frequencies they can even dominate
a converter’s response. As more parasitic elements are taken into account in a particular
converter, the circuit topology becomes increasingly complex and the analysis becomes
more involved. As will be shown, parasitic elements can cause additional topological
stages to be encountered during the switching cycle. Because of the topological
complexity and the inherent nonlinearity of the switching converter, computer

simulation can be used as an effective tool for the study of parasitic effects.

For this thesis IGSPICE is used to simulate the quasi-resonant converters being
investigated. IGSPICE, sold by AB Associates in Tampa, Florida, is a digital computer

program that simulates the performance of electronic circuits. For transient
(time-domain) analysis it uses a variable time-step iteration technique. The "lG" part
of the acronym stands for "interactive graphics." IGSPICE is an advanced version of
SPlCE—2 [12], having the ability to display waveforms resulting from time-domain circuit

simulations. Once a basic circuit has been stored in the computer, parasitic elements can
be added as needed. The effects of a parasitic element can be found by varying its value
for a number of simulation runs. q

1. INTRODUCTION 9



lt is sometimes difficult to measure certain currents or voltages in a real circuit. For
example, in a high frequency converter with a physically compact circuit layout it may
be very difficult to monitor magnetizing current in a transformer. With IGSPICE the
circuit can be simulated and any current or voltage may be selected for display. The
simulation combined with actual lab measurements can provide a thorough
understanding of complex circuit behavior. Sometimes there are parasitic element values
which are not well known. In these cases the values can be adjusted until a close match
is obtained between the simulated waveforms and those obtained in the laboratory.

A model of a circuit can only be as good as the models for each of the components.
Besides having the capability to model pure resistances, inductances, capacitances, and
sources, IGSPICE has internal models for various semiconductor devices. The structure
of these models is fixed but the user supplies the values for the device parameters. Also,
the user may develop specialized models, or make additions to the ones already
available.

All the circuits investigated in this thesis use a MOSFET as the active switching element.
IGSPICE has a MOSFET model [12] which is applicable to any insulated-gate FET.
The model was modified for use as a HEXFET (International Rectifier trademark for ‘

their power MOSFETS) and is shown in Figure 1.3. The values of the parameters used
in the equations for the MOSFET model were found by using a procedure [13] which
enables one to determine model parameters from the manufacturer’s device data sheet.

IGSPICE has an intemal model for diodes shown in Figure 1.4. This model includes the
effects of two charge-storage mechanisms in a diode. Charge storage in the junction
depletion region is modeled by CJ, and charge storage due to injected minoiity carriers
is modeled by CD.

1. 1NTRODuc'1‘10N 10
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A general model for a high-frequency power transformer is shown in Figure 1.5. This
model was implemented in IGSPICE using the discrete components shown.

In many cases the filter-inductor current of a quasi—resonant converter can be assumed
constant. When this assumption is valid, the output filter and load can be modeled by
an equivalent circuit as shown in Figure 1.6. This reduces the amount of computer
simulation time required for the circuit to reach steady state. The filter inductor and
capacitor of Figure 1.6a must be given correct initial conditions (not always accurately
known beforehand); otherwise, the simulation will require many switching cycles to
reach steady state. The circuit in Figure 1.6b presents a constant current sink to the
resonant tank. The output voltage is found after one switching cycle and is equal to the
value of vc at time Ts (the switching period). The resistor in Figure 1.6b is very large
in value, but must be present for IGSPICE to work properly.

1.4 Termirwlogy

Table 1.1 defines the symbols used in this work.

In this thesis the "secondary-resonance forward converter" refers to the forward
converter with secondary·side resonance, shown in Figure 1.2d, which was introduced in
Reference [11].

There are various implementations of the Vinciarelli converter depending on the method
by which the transformer's core is reset. ln this thesis the "Vinciarel1i converter" refers
to the forward converter switching at zero current, shown in Figure 1.2b, patented in

1. INTRODUCTION 13
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Reference [5]. The "Vinciarelli converter with reset winding" refers to the converter
shown in Figure l.2c. None of the implementations of the Vinciarelli converter
discussed in this thesis necessarily represent the actual implementation of the Vinciarelli
converter manufactured by the Vicor Corporation. Because of the differences in
implementation, the converter manufactured by Vicor may have some different
characteristics than those presented in this work.

Although the Vinciarelli converter employs the secondary-side resonance technique
presented in Reference [1 1], the terminology defined in the previous two paragraphs will
be used in this thesis to avoid confusion between the converters studied.

1. INTRODUCTION 14



Table 1.1 Definition of symbols used in this thesis.

CDS MOSFET drain-source capacitance
CF Filter capacitor
CFWD Forward-diode junction capacitance
CO Resonant capacitor
DA Antiparallel diode
DD Blocking diode
DDD MOSFET body·drain diode
DF, DFW Freewheeling diode
DFWD Forward diode
DRESET Reset diode
DS Series diode
fD, FD Resonant frequency

= 1/(2¤\/LOCO )
fjg, FS Switching frequency
fS /fD Normalized switching frequency
IC Resonant-capacitor current
IC ,,,,5. RMS resonant-capacitor current
il, Resonant-inductor current
iL ,,m. RMS resonant·inductor current
IM DC magnetizing current in transformer (referred to secondary)
IMN Normalized dc magnetizing current

ID DC output current
ICN Normalized dc output current

IQ peak Peak current through transistor
LF Filter inductor
LM Transformer magnetizing inductance (referred to primary)
LO Resonant inductor
L'O Resonant inductance referred to the transformer secondary
M DC voltage gain

NF Number of turns on transformer primary
NS Number of tums on transformer secondary
PIN DC input power
PLDSS DC power lost in converter
PDUT DC output power
Q Normalized load resistance

= R/ZD
QRC Quasi-resonant converter

I5



Table 1.1 (Continued)

R Load resistance
R/ZO Normalized load resistance
fz Temporary variable (see Figures B.2 and B.6, and Equation (5-4))
RC Resonant—capacitor ESR
RL Resonant·inductor ESR
z Time
ATM MOSFET gate "on"-time margin
TO Resonant period

= 1/FO
ZQ MOSFET gate "on" time
VC Resonant-capacitor Voltage
VCON Normalized initial resonant-capacitor Voltage

(see Figures B.2 and B.6)
VD; MOSFET drain-source Voltage
VD;pN Normalized peak drain-source Voltage on the MOSFET

= VPEAK/ Vs
VL Resonant inductor Voltage
VM Transformer primary Voltage
VN Magnitude of negative peak Voltage on transfoxmer primary
VO DC output Voltage
VPEAK Peak drain-source Voltage on the MOSFET
V; DC input Voltage
V'; DC Input Voltage referred to the transformer secondary
X Normalized switching frequency

= Fs/Fo
Z0 Characteristic impedance

= „/YZF?
QL- Damping factor related to resonant capacitor ESR= Rc / ( 2 Z0) ·
QL Damping factor related to resonant inductor ESR

= RL / ( 2 ZO)
11 Converter efficiency
nc Converter efiiciency due only to resonant-capacitor ESR
11 L Converter efliciency due only to resonant—inductor ESR
9 Phase angle

= cut
co, 600 Resonant frequency in radians per second

= 1/\/Loco
coR Reset frequency in radians per second

= 1/«/(LM + L0)C0s

16



2.1 Review of Ideal Circuit Operation and DC

Characteristics

2.1.1 Ideal Circuit Operation

Figure 2.1 shows a circuit diagram and typical waveforms of the buck QRC
(quasi·resonant converter). This particular implementation uses the
zero-current-switched L-type switch in half-wave mode [1]. Table 1.1 includes
terminology describing the circuit elements. The diode, DS, in series with the resonant
inductor, LO, allows current flow only in one direction. This is known as half-wave
mode. In full-wave mode, to be discussed later, the resonant-inductor current is allowed
to flow in both directions by the addition of an antiparallel diode,

2. THE QuAs1-Rnsommr sucx cowvmzrmz 17
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Figure 2.1 Buck quasi-resonant converter (half-wave mode) and typical waveforms.
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In normal operation the buck QRC cycles through four topological stages for each
switching cycle. The stage changes at times indicated by TO through T4. Circuit
operation in half-wave mode is described below with the time interval indicated for each
stage. (See waveforms in Figure 2.1.) This description assumes that the circuit
components are ideal and the filter inductor, LF, is much larger than the resonant
inductor, LO, so the filter-inductor current can be considered constant.

Time Interval [TO — T1]

At time TO, the transistor is turned on externally (by the control circuitry). Immediately
before TO, the resonant—inductor current and resonant-capacitor voltage are both zero

[

and the freewheeling diode is conducting the filter-inductor current. After TO, the
resonant-inductor current charges linearly with time until T1. At T1, the
resonant-inductor current equals the filter-inductor current and the freewheeling diode
turns off

Time Interval [Tl — T2]

LO and CO resonate during this stage. Ideally, the resonant-capacitor voltage reaches a
peak equal to twice the input voltage and then begins to decrease. The stage ends at
T2 when the resonant-inductor current decreases to zero and the series diode
comrnutates off

Time Interval [T2 — T3]

The filter-inductor current then discharges the resonant capacitor linearly. During this
time the resonant-inductor current remains at zero. Note that the transistor must be
turned off after T2 but before the resonant-capacitor voltage decreases to less than the
input voltage to prevent the resonant—inductor current from flowing again until the next
switching cycle. This stage ends at T3 when the resonant-capacitor voltage becomes zero
and the freewheeling diode tums on.

2. THE QUASI-RESONANT BUCK CONVERTER 19



Time Interval [T3 — T4]

The converter remains idle during this stage with the resonant-inductor current and
resonant-capacitor voltage at zero. The freewheeling diode conducts the filter-inductor
current. This stage continues until the transistor is turned on again by the control
circuitry.

To obtain the full-wave mode implementation of the buck QRC from the half-wave
mode, an antiparallel diode, DA, is placed across the transistor and series diode, as

shown in Figure 2.2. This allows the resonant-inductor current to reverse direction, as

illustrated in the corresponding waveforms of Figure 2.2. The converter cycles through

the same stages as described for the half-wave mode, except the resonant stage does not
end until the resonant-inductor current becomes negative and then returns to zero. In
the full-wave mode, the transistor must be turned off during the negative

resonant-inductor current interval. It is possible to operate in full—wave mode by using

a MOSFET without external diodes DA and DS since the MOSFET includes an internal
drain-source antiparallel diode. This will not work well at high frequencies, however,

because the internal MOSFET diode has a relatively slow reverse recovery.

From the description of the buck QRC operation, it should be observed that the circuit

operation is insensitive to the turn-0fT time of the MOSFET as long as turn-off occurs
soon after diode DS (in half-wave mode) or DA (in full-wave mode) naturally

commutates off This implies that for a particular buck QRC, the MOSFET is driven

with constant on—time and the switching frequency is varied to achieve control of the
output voltage.

2. THE QUASI-RESONANT Buck CONVERTER 20
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2.1.2 DC Voltage Gain for the Lossless Buck QRC

The dc voltage gain of the buck QRC has been analyzed for the lossless case in
Reference [2]. The results are repeated here for comparison with the analysis presented
in Section 2.2, which includes the effects of losses in the converter. An assumption made
in both cases is that the filter inductance is large enough that the filter-inductor current
can be considered constant. This is usually a good assumption. When the filter-inductor
current variation becomes large, new modes of operation can occur which are discussed
in Reference [14]. The results of the dc voltage gain analysis are plotted in terms of
normalized parameters. Therefore, the curves are applicable to any buck QRC of the
topologies shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 regardless of the actual component values. The
normalized parameters used in this thesis are given with their definitions in Table 1.1.

Figure 2.3a shows the ideal dc voltage-conversion ratio versus normalized switching
frequency for half-wave mode. The individual curves on each plot represent different
values of the normalized load resistance. Figure 2.4a shows the same parameters plotted
for the full-wave mode. The dc voltage-conversion ratio in full-wave mode is almost
independent of load because excess resonant tank energy is returned to the input voltage
source through the antiparallel diode, DA.
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b) With resonant inductor ESR b) With resonant inductor ESR(CL = 9-1)- _ (CL = 0-05)- _
c) With resoriant capac1tor ESR c) With resonant capacxtor ESR(gc = 0.1). (gc = 0.05).
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2.2 DC Voltage Gain and Eßiciency for the Buck QRC
With Losses

This section describes the results of a de analysis, including the effects of losses, for the
buck QRC. The analysis was performed by solving the state equations for each
topological stage and then matching boundary conditions between the stages. Appendix
A contains the details of the analysis, with a complete description of the procedure. The
results were computed numerically and then plotted as functions of normalized
parameters. It is assumed, as in the lossless case, that the filter-inductor current is
constant. The resistive losses in the circuit are lumped as resonant-inductor BSR and
resonant-capacitor BSR and are characterized by their equivalent damping factors,
QL and QC, respectively, to normalize these parameters. The definitions of the damping
factors are given in Table 1.1.

Graphs b and c of Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show how the dc voltage gain is modified when
losses are introduced. The parasitic damping factors are constant for each plot while
normalized switching frequency is varied for comparison to the lossless case (Figures
2.3a and 2.4a). The effects of losses are better understood when the damping factors are
varied as a parameter. The results of this are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Half-Wave Mode: Figures 2.5a and 2.5b illustrate the effect of increasing
resonant-inductor BSR on the voltage gain and efficiency for the half—wave mode. The
normalized switching frequency was chosen to be 0.3 for these plots. Figures 2.5c and
2.5d show the effect of increasing the resonant—capacitor BSR. Resonant-inductor BSR
and resonant-capacitor BSR have very similar effects. The voltage gain and efficiency
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Figure 2.5 Effect of ESR on the half-wave buck QRC at FS/ FO = 0.3.a) DC Voltage gain versus normalized resonant inductor ESR.b) Efficiency versus normalized resonant inductor ESR.c) DC Voltage gain versus normalized resonant capacitor ESR.d) Efficiency versus normalized resonant capacitor ESR.
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Figure 2.6 Effect of ESR on the full-wave buck QRC at FS/ FO = 0.5.
a) DC Voltage gain versus normalized resonant inductor ESR.
b) Efficiency versus normalized resonant inductor ESR.
c) DC Voltage gain versus normalized resonant capacitor ESR.
d) Efficiency versus normalized resonant capacitor ES R.
The Voltage gain can increase with ESR if the converter is lightly loaded.
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both decrease when BSR is increased, as might be expected with the introduction of i
losses.

Full-Wave Mode: Figures 2.6a and 2.6b illustrate the effect of increasing the
resonant-inductor BSR on the dc voltage gain and efliciency for full-wave mode. The
effect of increasing the resonant-capacitor BSR is shown in Figures 2.6c and 2.6d. These
results, for full-wave mode, are plotted with the normalized switching frequency equal

· to 0.5. In this case the dc voltage gain increases or decreases with increasing BSR
depending on the value of the normalized load resistance. For light loads (higher
normalized load resistance), the dc voltage gain tends to increase with increasing losses.
It may, at first, seem unusual that the dc voltage gain can increase as the losses in the
converter are increased. This will be explained in Section 2.3. The efficiency, which
always decreases with increasing losses, is much more sensitive to load variations in
full-wave mode than in half-wave mode.

As these plots (Figures 2.3 through 2.6) are examined, it will be observed that the
individual curves representing various load resistances terminate at different values of
the x-axis parameter. A particular curve ends when the converter no longer operates in
the desired mode. For a sufficiently high value of the x-axis parameter, the desired
operation, described in Section 2.l.l, will not be achieved. There are two possible
conditions which will cause a different mode to be encountered. One condition is where
the resonant—inductor current does not naturally return to zero. In this condition, when
the switch is turned off, the current is forced to zero, and the zero—current switching
property of the converter is lost. (Zero-current switching implies that the transistor
current is zero at turn-on and turn-off and there is no abrupt change in transistor current
at the switching instants.) The other condition occurs when the resonant-capacitor
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voltage does not return to zero before the switch is turned on. This causes the converter
to operate in a different mode. The analysis of other operating modes is not covered
here, but can be found in Reference [7], for the lossless case.

2.3 Eßect of Losses on the Back QRC Resonant Tank
Waveforms

To illustrate why the dc voltage gain can increase with added ESR in full-wave mode,
the effects of losses on the resonant tank waveforms are shown. Figures 2.7a and 2.7b
show the waveforms for a lightly-loaded buck QRC in full-wave mode with no losses.
The waveforms for the same converter, except having added resonant-inductor ESR, are
shown in Figures 2.7c and 2.7d. When losses are introduced, energy is lost throughout
the resonant stage causing a smaller portion of the total tank energy to be returned to
the input voltage source. This can be observed in Figure 2.7c where the
resonant-inductor current becomes a sinusoid with an exponentially decaying envelope.
In this figure, the ratio of negative amp-seconds (proportional to energy returned to the
source) to positive amp-seconds (proportional to energy taken from the source) is
smaller than for the lossless case in Figure 2.7a.

Modification of the resonant-inductor current, due to losses, affects the
resonant-capacitor voltage as follows. Although the resonant-capacitor’s peak voltage
becomes lower than the ideal (twice the input voltage), the capacitor takes longer to
discharge because less of its energy was returned to the source. It will be noted that the
area under the resonant·capacitor voltage waveform is greater in the case with losses.
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Figure 2.7 erregt of parasitic losses on resonant tank waveforrns of the f‘u11—wave buck
QRC.

a) RESOHANT INDUCTOR CURRENT b) RESONANT CAPACITOR VOLTAGE
(LOSSLESS CASE) (LOSSLESS CASE)

c) RESONANTINWCTGR CURRENT 6) Rssorumr cArAcn*oR votmcs
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Figure 2.8 EtTect of parasitic losses on resonant tank waveforms of the half-wave
buck QRC.
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I
Since the output voltage is the average of the resonant-capacitor voltage, and the
switching time remains constant, the output voltage increases with the addition oflosses.

The efTect of losses on the waveforms for half-wave mode is now examined. Figures 2.8a
and 2.8b show waveforms for a half~wave buck QRC without losses. When
resonant-inductor ESR is added, the waveforms appear as in Figures 2.8c and 2.8d. The
general shape of the waveforms remain the same but the amplitudes decrease with losses
since energy is never returned to the source. Therefore, the area under the
resonant-capacitor voltage waveform decreases when losses are introduced. This
illustrates why the output voltage always decreases with increasing losses for the buck
QRC in half-wave mode.

2.4 Simple, Approximate Expressions to Predict DC

Voltage Gain and Eßiciency

In Section 2.2, exact results were given for the dc voltage gain and efficiency of the
quasi·resonant buck converter when parasitic losses are included. The exact results can
only be computed numerically because the analytical solution is in the form of implicit
equations (see Appendix A). lt is desirable to obtain explicit expressions for the dc
voltage gain and etliciency; however, this requires that some approximations be made.
In this section, these approximate expressions are derived. It will be demonstrated that
for most operating conditions, the approximate results match the exact results quite
closely. The results of this section are then used in the next section to provide the circuit
designer with a strategy to maximize converter efliciency.
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To simplify the expressions in this section, the following symbols are used (see also Table
1.1):

M = VO/VS , DC Voltage Gain
X = FS/FO , Normalized Switching Frequency

Q = R/ZO , Nonnalized Load Resistance

Before proceeding with the derivations of approximate expressions to predict dc voltage
gain and efficiency, it is necessary to digress briefly to show that Q 2 M for normal
operation of the buck QRC (both in full-wave and half-wave mode). This result will be
used later in this section and in Section 2.5.

During the resonant stage (interval [T) — T2], as described in Section 2.1.1) the
resonant-inductor current is given by:

12 — /0 + — Sm l<¤(¢ · Ti)l (2 — 1)Z0

To achieve Zero-Current switching the resonant-inductor current must naturally return
to zero. This can only happen ii

V1 S J 2 — 20 ZO ( )

Manipulating this constraint gives,

I Z Z(ZE;).-[ON-.iM-..s>lK’.-M. (2-3)VS VO R Q

Therefore, it has been shown that Q 2 M, thus concluding this digression.
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The approximate expressions for dc voltage gain and efficiency are derived separately for
full-wave and half-wave modes. The derivations will now be given.

2.4.1 Full-Wave Mode

2.4.1.1 Voltage Gain: In full-wave mode the ideal dc voltage gain is approximately equal
to the normalized switching frequency [2],

FM;x=—i 0-o. FO

This result will be used in deriving the approximate efficiency with losses, next.

2.4.1.2 Efficiency: Resistive losses in the circuit are assumed to be lumped as
resonant—inductor ESR and resonant—capacitor ESR. The converter efficiency due to
each of these losses is computed separately to gain insight into the effects of each. The
resulting efficiency due to both losses is then be found by superposition of the individual_
losses, which is a valid approximation.

It is assumed in this analysis, that the addition of parasitic resistance is small enough
that it does not cause the resonant-inductor current or resonant-capacitor current
waveforms to change. This is a valid assumption for practical circuits where the
efficiency must be maximized. The efficiency is found by first determining the loss,
which is equal to the parasitic resistance multiplied by the square of the rms current
through the parasitic resistance. This approach is similar to that used in the analysis
of efficiency for the series and parallel resonant converters given in Reference [15]. The
efliciency is given by:
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IN our 1.0ss 1 + Loss

Pour

2.4.1.2.1 Efficiency Due to Resonant-Inductor ESR Only: The loss in the
resonant-inductor ESR, and the output power are given by:

Ptoss = lim.- R1. (2 ” 6)

Pour = VÖ/R (2 ‘ 7)

To find a simple expression for the rms current through the resonant inductor, it is
assumed that the resonant-inductor current is exactly one cycle of a sinusoid during the
time when the switch is conducting. This is shown in Figure 2.9. When this
approximation is made, the mean-square value of the resonant-inductor current is:

F /F 2 . (2-8)

where,

V
Zo

Substituting Equation (2-9) into (2-8), performing the integration, and using M = X
gives, ·

2 Vi
PLOSS = M IO RL (2 — 10)

Dividing Equation (2-10) by (2-7), and writing the result in terms of normalized
parameters results in,
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PLOSS 21/I +QL= L L Q (2 — 11)Pour Q M L

Substituting this into the extreme-right side of Equation (2-5) gives the efficiency in
full-wave mode due to ESR in the resonant inductor which is,

rr. =L (2 — 12)1 .. „. 2 CLQ M

2.4.1.2.2 Efficiency Due to Resonant-Capacitor ESR Only: The method used above to
determine the eflficiency due to the resonant-inductor ESR is used here. The current
through the resonant capacitor is assumed to be a complete cycle of a sinusoid when the
switch is conducting, as shown in Figure 2.9. With this approximation, the mean-square
current through the resonant capacitor is,

F /F 2 .rgm = .16 (2 — 13)

where,

VS •i = —·——s1n 9 (2 — 14)

The power loss in the resonant-capacitor ESR is:

1 M VéPLOSS = ICrms Rc = —?Rc (2 ‘ 15)

Dividing Equation (2-15) by (2-7) and substituting into (2-5) gives the desired result.
The efliciency in full-wave mode due to ESR in the resonant capacitor is,
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nc = ——¥ (2 — 16)1 + Ä;

Figure 2.11a shows efficiency versus normalized resonant-inductor BSR and Figure
2.1lb shows efficiency versus normalized resonant-capacitor BSR. In these figures, the
exact analysis (of Section 2.2) is shown as a solid line, and the "dotted" lines are a result
of the approximate analysis above. These graphs are plotted for a value of normalized
switching frequency equal to 0.5. The agreement between approximate and exact
analysis is quite good for reasonable values of BSR. The effects of resonant-inductor
BSR and resonant-capacitor BSR can be combined into one expression by simply adding
the "1oss" terms from Bquations (2-12) and (2-16). The result gives the overall efficiency
due to resistive losses in the buck quasi-resonant converter in full-wave mode:

n = -——-#—-— (2 — 17)1+ 1%+-15711-+w3·1«

2.4.2 Half-Wave Mode

2.4.2.1 DC Voltage Gain: For the half-wave case the approximation for voltage gain is

not quite as simple as for full-wave mode. The dc voltage gain, M, in the ideal case has
been derived in Reference [2]. The result is the implicit equation:

(2-18)
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Since Q 2 M, as shown by Equation (2-3), the arcsin and square-root terms can be
approximated. The expression then becomes [16],

gl. JL JL .9. .9. (219)

This makes it possible to solve explicitly for M. The result is:

g_ + gi + 4QX _ sxi
M = 2 4 Ti ri 2 — 202 _ 3X ( )

27tQ

If desired, the above expression can be simplified further. Q is always greater than X,
which leads to the approximation [16],

... L /% -M 4 + E (2 21)

These approximate results are plotted along with the exact analysis for comparison in
Figure 2.12. The solid lines are the results of the exact analysis. The "triang1e" and
"p1us" symbols indicate values of the approximations using Equations (2-20) and (2-21),
respectively.

2.4.2.2 Efficiency

2.4.2.2.1 Eßiciency Due to Resonant Inductor ESR Only: The resonant-inductor current
is assumed to be exactly a half cycle of a sinusoid during the time when the switch
conducts. This is shown in Figure 2.10. The mean-square current through the resonant
inductor can then be approximated by:
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F FIärms = (12 49 (2 * 22)

where,

ViL=IO+?‘i-sin9 (2-23)0

Solving the integration of Equation (2-22) gives:

2 — X 2 2/YIOVO _ILrms"7IO++ (2 24)

Next, the ratio of power loss to power output is:

PLOSS Iärm RL
= '*+·
"ourVO/R

Substituting Equation (2-24) into (2-25) and writing in terms of normalized parameters
gives:

P;·@.=X|:£(;+gC.l;.+£] (2-26)· Pour Q 2M2 M4

Using Equations (2-5) and (2-26), the efliciency in half-wave mode due to
resonant-inductor ESR is,

""=—_T—l<§——T— “‘ 27)

In this equation, M can be obtained from the exact analysis of Section 2.2 or from the
approximate analysis above.
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2.4.2.2.2 Eßiciency Due to Resonant Capacitor ESR Only: In half-wave mode the Ä

resonant-capacitor current is approximately as shown in Figure 2.10. The mean-square Ä

current in the resonant capacitoris,F

2 _ F5/FO 11 Vé . 2 Fg/FO 2Q/M 2S1!} +

(2*Performingthe integration, then using Equation (2-7) and PLOSS = [gms RC, and
writing in terms of normalized parameters gives,

P X...LQ.€-E.;-..§.Q|il+Ä] (2-29)
POUT TC

Therefore, the efficiency in half-wave mode due to resonant-capacitor ESR is,

nc = -—-ll--- <2 — sm
1 „. Ä. [L ., 2];M 2M TI C

In the above equation, M can be found from the exact analysis of Section 2.2 or from

the approximate analysis in this section.

Figure 2.13a shows efliciency versus resonant-inductor ESR. The exact analysis (solid

curves) is compared with the approximate analysis. Figure 2.13b shows similar results

for resonant-capacitor ESR. ln both figures, the approximate analysis uses the value

of M calculated from Equation (2-20). These graphs are plotted for a value of
normalized switching frequency equal to 0.3.

The "loss" terms of Equations (2-27) and (2-30) are now combined to determine the
overall etliciency of the buck QRC in half-wave mode due to resistive losses:
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(n
= (2 — 31)

Q Zjwz 1)/[rt

2.5 Design Guidelines to Maximize Converter Eßiciency

Using the approximate results for efficiency obtained in the previous section, design
guidelines will be given for maximizing converter efliciency. The goal is to find the Q
which maximizes efliciency for a fixed M. The value of M relates to the application
(voltage gain required) and Q relates to the design of the resonant tank components.
The maximization of efficiency will be investigated separately for full-wave and
half-wave modes. Then, the results will be combined at the end of this section.

Full-Wave Mode: Equation (2-17) gives the efliciency due to resonant-inductor and
resonant-capacitor ESR in full-wave mode. To maximize the efficiency, it is necessary
to minimize the normalized loss:

MINIMIZE:

QLwhere,

- RL _ ß _ Rc = Rc _ÖL ZZO ZR Q md Cc 220 2R Q (2 32)

To find the optimum Q for any given application, M, R, RC, and RL are held constant.1
Therefore, the minimizationbecomes:2.
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2
MINIMIZE: %(RL + RC)

The solution to this minimization is to make Q as small as possible, but, as stated at the
beginning of” Section 2.4, it is necessary that Q 2 M . Therefore, to maximize the
efficiency:

QWPTIMUM) = M (FULL-WAVE MODE) (2 — 33)

Half-Wave Mode: Equation (2-31) gives the efiiciency in half-wave mode due to
resonant·inductor and resonant-capacitor ESR. To maximize the efficiency:

X X 2MINIMIZE; .2-. + + (2 - 34)QTo

minimize the above expression while maintaining M constant, requires finding X as
a function of M and Q. This can be done by solving for X in the simplified equation for
M given in Equation (2-21). The result is:

= Q _ M4 _X (2 35)

Equation (2-34) can then be minimized by first making substitutions using (2-32) and
(2-35). Then, in Equation (2-34), the partial derivative with respect to Q is taken, and
the resulting expression is set equal to zero. The next step is to solve for the value of
Q. In this case, the resulting value of Q depends on the ratio RL/RC . However,
regardless of the value of this ratio, the result always indicates that Q should be smaller
than M. But, since it is necessary that Q 2 M,

QMPTIMUM) = M (HALF-WAVE MODE) (2 — 36)
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Using the results obtained in this section, the values of the resonant inductance and
resonant capacitance are now selected to maximize converter efliciency. The resonant
tank components, LO and CO, can be expressed as:

Z0 1L = l , C = — 2 — 37O (00 O (00 ZO ( )

The resonant tank components, therefore, are completely determined knowing the
resonant frequency, mo (in radians per second), and the characteristic impedance, ZO.
The resonant frequency is usually chosen to be as high as possible. Some factors which
limit the resonant frequency are: transistor switching speed, transistor drive speed, and
power loss due to discharge of the switch capacitance at turn-on. Once the resonant
frequency is selected, it is necessary to determine the characteristic impedance of the
resonant tank. The characteristic impedance can be expressed as the actual load
resistance divided by the normalized load resistance. That is,

- Ä _
l Z0 Q (2 38)

Equations (2-3), (2-33), and (2-36) show that to maximize the efliciency of the converter,
whether in full-wave or half-wave mode, Q should be made as small as possible while
Q 2 M . Manipulating this constraint, using Equation (2-38), ·

Rmin _Qmm = Mmax —> —··— — *0/{max (2 ‘ 39)Z0

The final result for the optimum characteristic impedance is given by:

_ RminZO(OPTIMUM) " (2 ‘ 40)‘ max
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Assuming that the resonant frequency has been selected, Equations (2-37) and (2-40)
define the values for the resonant tank components, which will maximize the converter
efficiency.

In Reference [17] basic design procedures are developed for QRCs specified to operate
over a given load-resistance range and a given voltage-conversion—ratio range. In this
reference it has been shown that to minirnize the peak current stress in the transistor,
idealßz, Q must be selected such that Qmin=Mmax. Fortunately, this is the same rule
which should be applied to maximize the converter efficiency. The coincidence of these
requirements should be expected since the rms current through the switch is directly
proportional to the losses. Hence, lower current stress in the switch implies higher
efficiency.

When Q equals M, the ideal resonant tank waveforms in full-wave mode are identical to
those in half-wave mode. These waveforms are shown in Figure 2.14. In this condition,
to achieve zero-current switching, it is necessary to turn off the transistor exactly at
1 + 31:/2 radians after the transistor was turned on. Thi.; leaves no margin for the
transistor drive "on-time" which is the time interval during which a positive bias is
applied to the base (or gate). In a practical design where on-time margin is desirable,
it is necessary to make Q greater than M. The ratio Q/M determines the on-time margin
for proper circuit operation. This will be discussed in more detail in the next paragraph.

For proper operation in half-wave mode, the transistor must be turned off after the
resonant-inductor current returns to zero, but before the resonant-capacitor voltage
decreases below the input voltage. In full-wave mode, the transistor must be turned off
during negative resonant-inductor current. The dc characteristics are not affected by the
on-time of the transistor, as long as the transistor is turned offduring the interval stated
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and half~wave mode waveforms are identical.
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above. This interval will be called the "on-time margin," ATM . The on-time margin can
be found in terms of the ratio Q/M, by state-plane analysis, which results in:

ATM = —L 1 HALF-wAvE Moor; (2 — 4la)600 M

ATM = é (rz — 2sin_1%) FULL-WAVE MODE (2 — 4lb)0

These equations are plotted in terms of normalized on-time margin, ATM/TO, in Figure
2.l5a. TO is the resonant period. From this figure it is observed that at Q/M= l there
is no on-time margin. The on-time margin increases as Q/M increases. For small values
of Q/M, the full-wave mode has a greater on-time margin than the half-wave mode; for
large values of Q/M, the opposite is true. Since small values of Q/M are desirable to
maximize efficiency, an expanded plot of on-time margin for these values is shown in
Figure 2.15b.

From the desired on-time margin, Figure 2.15b can be used to determine the minimum
Q/M for the converter. Equation (2-40) can now be modified so the calculation of
optimum characteristic impedance includes the effect of desired on-time margin. The
result for the optimum characteristic impedance is:

R ~ 1Z = 2 — 42O (OPTIMUM1 Mmax [ Minimum Q/M found from Figure 2.15b ]
( )

Now, assurning that the resonant frequency has been selected, Equations (2-37) and

(2-42) define the values for the resonant tank components which will maximize the
converter efficiency. For QRCs, the ratio Q/M is considered a design constraint in
Reference [17] where a practical value of Q/M= 1.1 is suggested.
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M
l2.6 Theoretzcal Maximum Eßiczcrzcy at Maximum Load l

and Minimum Supply

In this section, the maximum efliciency which can be obtained from a quasi-resonant
buck converter is deterrnined as a function of parasitic ESR for the condition of
maximumload and minimum input voltage. lt was deterrnined in the previous section
that to maximize efüciency, ideally, the characteristic impedance of the converter should
be chosen such that,

Zo oprmu =M) A/[max

The above equation is equivalent to stating that M = Q at the condition of maximum
load and minimum input voltage. This is usually the condition when the efficiency is
most critical.

All efliciency calculations in this section assume that the converter is operating at
maximum load and minimum input voltage. ln this condition, neglecting losses, when
M = Q the fu11·wave and half-wave mode resonant tank waveforms are identical, and
appear as in Figure 2.14. These waveforms are not desirable from a practical standpoint
because the converter is on the border of nonzero-current switching and there is no
on—time margin. However, since practical circuit operation can become close to this

lirniting case, it will serve to determine the theoretical maximum efficiency at maximum
load and minimum supply voltage, for which the converter can be designed, given values
of ESR in the circuit. It is assumed in this analysis that the addition of losses does not
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significantly alter the shape of the resonant tank waveforms. This is a valid assumption I
for practical circuits where high efficiency is required.

The maximum efficiency (at the condition stated above) obtainable from the converter

will be considered in two parts; first, when only resonant-inductor ESR is present and,

second, when only resonant-capacitor ESR is present. This will provide insight into the

two effects separately. The results will then be combined by superposition of the losses
for the practical case where both effects are present.

Maximum Efficiency With Resonant-Inductor ESR: The mean-square value of the

resonant-inductor current of Figure 2.14 is:

ll .1,{„,„ = {T [ (Q (10 6)** de + (02 (10 + 10 Sm 6)2 dö] (2 - 43)

Performing the integration gives:

1,{„,,_. = [L + 2-il xzg = 1.496XIé (2 - 44)61: 8

It is desirable to put this equation in terms of M rather than X, since the former is a

parameter which depends directly on the application (dc voltage gain). The exact dc

voltage gain in half-wave mode is given by Equation (2-18). When M = Q , Equation

(2~l8) simplifies to give the explicit equation,

M=ä-[1+-%-]X=0.9887X (2-45)

The exact equation for dc voltage gain in full-wave mode also simplifies to Equation
(2-45) when M = Q, which should be expected since the resonant tank waveforms are
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1
identical in full-wave and half-wave mode in this case. Substitution of Bquation (2-45)
into (2-44) gives:

- 1.496 -1;,,,,, - Egg-M1; - 1.s13M1; (2 — 46)

The efficiency is given by:

- 1 _T] — *'·——i)·Ä—·· (2 47)
1 + Loss

Pour

Ä@”.§.===1_5}gM£'; (2..48)
Povr IO R IO R R

The theoretical maximum efficiency for the buck quasi-resonant converter at maximum
load and minimum input voltage, considering only resonant-inductor BSR is, therefore,

‘11.( max) ‘—‘· ( )- 1 2 — 49
1 + 1.513MÄR

' Maximum Efficiency With Resonant-Capacitor ESR: The mean-square value of the
resonant-capacitor current of Figure 2.14 is:

2 __ X Ä - 2 1 2 _(IO sm 9) df) + jo IO d9 (2 50)

Performing the integration gives:

1;,,,,, = [Ä + Ä] X1; = 0.s342X1; (2 — 61)21t 8

Using Equation (2-45) to convert from X to M,
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lg- ms = 0.5403 MI?) (2 — 52)

The efliciency is found by first computing,

P 12 R 0.5403 M 12 R P.!:.%¥.~i=.£Lé"£._€.=......;V...Q.£= ()_54()3Mi (2- 53)
Pour IO R IO R R

Substituting the above result into Equation (2-47) gives the desired result. The
theoretical maximum efliciency for the buck quasi-resonant converter at maximum load
and minimum input voltage, considering only resonant—capacitor ESR, is:

— 1 2 — 54nC( max) " ;—""l"7'{— ( )
1 + 0.5403 ML

R

The results for efliciency due to resonant-inductor ESR and resonant-capacitor ESR can
now be combined using Equations (2-49) and (2-54). The overall theoretical maximum
efficiency of the buck quasi-resonant converter at maximum load and minimum supply
voltage, valid for both full-wave and half-wave modes, is:

- 1 _(2 55)
l + (1.513RL + 0.5403RC)——E—
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3. ADDING A TRANSFORMER TO THE BUCK

QRCThischapter serves as an introduction to Chapters 4 and 5 by discussing the various
quasi-resonant forward converters which can be derived from the quasi-resonant buck
converter.

Figure 3.la shows the buck QRC discussed previously. In the diagram, a general switch
is shown which represents either a half-wave or full-wave implementation. As shown in
Chapter 2, the dc voltage gain of the buck QRC is always less than unity; the output
voltage is always less than the input voltage. lf an application requires an output
voltage which is greater than the input voltage, the quasi-resonant buck converter can
be modified by the addition of a transformer. The transformer, in a quasi-resonant
converter, can perform the same functions as it does in the PWM converters; that is, to
achieve electrical isolation between input and output, and to provide a step-up in
voltage.
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Figure 3.1 The buck quasi-resonant converter and three variations of the forward
quasi-resonant converter resulting from the addition of a transformer.
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In the buck QRC, a transformer can be inserted between the resonant capacitor and the
freewheeling diode, as shown in Figure 3.1b. This is called a primary-resonance forward
QRC because the resonant capacitor is placed on the primary side of the transformer.
When the transformer is added, it is necessary to include a series diode, DS. Without this
diode the transformer voltage would never reverse polarity, due to the presence of the
freewheeling diode on the secondary side, and would cause transformer saturation.

The location of the resonant capacitor can be shifted from the primary to the secondary
side of the transformer as shown in Figure 3.lc (with the switch and resonant capacitor
repositioned to show the circuit in its more conventional form). The operation of the
converters of Figures 3.lb and 3.lc is identical (taking into account the transformer
turns ratio). However, there is a significant advantage to the configuration of Figure
3.lc, known as the secondary-resonance forward converter [1 1]. The resonant inductor
is now in series with the primary leakage inductance of the transformer. In high
frequency applications where the resonant inductance can be relatively small, the
transformer’s leakage inductance can form all or part of the resonant inductance. It is
interesting to note that with the PWM forward converter it is necessary to minirnize the
transformer leakage inductance, whereas in the quasi-resonant forward converter this
parasitic can be used advantageously. The operation and dc voltage gain characteristics
of the secondary-resonance forward converter are different from the buck QRC. This
will be discussed in Chapter 5.

Figure 3. ld shows another version of the forward QRC which can be obtained by, again,

shifting the location of the resonant capacitor. In this case the resonant capacitor is in
parallel with the freewheeling diode. This version was actually introduced before the
others shown in Figure 3.1. It is called the Vinciarelli converter [5], named after its
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inventor at the Vicor Corporation. The Vinciarelli converter operates only in half-wave
mode due to the location oF the series diode, DS. The operation oF this converter is very
similar to the buck quasi-resonant converter. In Fact, the dc voltage gain characteristic
is virtually identical to that 0F the buck QRC in halF—wave mode. The Vinciarelli
converter is investigated in Chapter 4.

When a transformer is used in a switching converter, care must be taken to insure proper
reset oF the Flux in the transFormer’s core. The method oF Flux reset is not indicated in
the Vinciarelli converter diagram oF Figure 3. ld. Various auxiliary circuits can be added
to the basic converter to implement reset. One scheme uses an active circuit called a
"magnetizing current mirror" [18] which is claimed to achieve "optimal resetting oF the
transFormer’s core." This scheme requires the addition oF a switch, capacitor, and
control circuitry to drive the additional switch.

A conventional approach used with the PWM Forward converter can be applied to the
Vinciarelli converter. This reset mechanism uses a passive network consisting oF a diode
in series with a tertiary "reset" winding on the transformer and connected across the
input voltage source. This simple approach, shown in Figure 1.2c, works quite well and
is investigated in Section 4.2.

IF no additional circuitry is added to the basic Vinciarelli converter oF Figure 3.1d,”the
transformer will still be reset due to parasitics. Section 4.1 discusses the operation oF the
Vinciarelli converter when its parasitics are used advantageously to achieve transformer
reset.

In some implementations the reset is accomplished inherently by the topology oF the
switching converter, as in the PWM flyback converter or the PWM halF·bridge push-pull
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5, also features this inherent transformer reset. This is an advantage, because no
additional reset circuitry is required and the reset does not depend on parasitics.
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The operation of the Vinciarelli converter [5] depends on the method of transformer flux
reset. Section 4.1 examines the case where the converter is reset by the parasitics within
the circuit. In Section 4.2 the converter is analyzed for the case where external circuitry
(a tertiary transformer winding and a diode) is used to reset the transformer.

Neither of these methods of flux reset are necessarily used in the Vinciarelli converter
manufactured by the Vicor Corporation (see Section 1.4 for further clarification).

4.1 Using Parasitics to Reset the Transf0rmer’s Core

Figure 4.1 shows the Vinciarelli converter and idealized waveforms. In this
implementation, the parasitics are used advantageously to accomplish reset. The
resonant-inductor current and resonant-capacitor Voltage waveforms appear similar to
those of the quasi-resonant buck converter operating in half—wave mode. Because of the
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Figure 4.1 The Vinciarelli converter and idealized waveforms.
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placement of the forward diode, DFWD, the Vinciarelli converter only operates in
half-wave mode. Further analysis shows that the circuit operation is more complex than
the buck QRC due to magnetizing current circulating in the transformer. For example,
the sinusoidal peak in the MOSFET drain-source voltage waveform, caused by the
transformer reset action, is not present in the buck QRC. The voltage stress on the
MOSFET due to this sinusoidal peak is analyzed later in this chapter.

The operation and topological stages of this converter are examined in Section 4.1.1.

In Section 4.1.2, a comparison is made between experimental waveforms and simulated
1 waveforms using IGSPICE. Voltage and current stresses on the MOSFET are analyzed

in Section 4.1.3. DC characteristics including parasitic effects are studied in Section

4.1.4, using the IGSPICE simulation program.

4.1.1 Circuit Operation and Topological Stages

The study of the topological stages of the Vinciarelli converter is important for two

reasons. One is to gain a better understanding of the circuit operation. The other is to

provide a basis for the study of parasitic effects at higher frequencies. By analyzing the

waveforms in each topological stage separately, it becomes easier to pinpoint the

components and/or parasitic elements which dominate the circuit response during each

stage.

The Vinciarelli converter investigated in this section was designed with a 100kHz

resonant frequency and was constructed in the laboratory. Typical waveforms for this

converter are shown in Figure 4.2. The buck QRC was shown to have four topological

stages per switching cycle. With the Vinciarelli converter, more topological stages are
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encountered simply because there are more switches (the forward diode has been added).
For this case, the circuit has seven topological stages indicated as A through G. Stages
A, B, F, and G are equivalent to the four stages of the buck QRC. Stages C, D, and E
are not encountered in the buck QRC.

The behavior of the laboratory circuit was observed to be dominated by the components
and parasitics shown in the circuit diagram of Figure 4.2. The filter-inductor current is
assumed to be a constant dc value. For the purpose of identifying the topological stages
and associated waveforms, the constant filter—inductor-current assumption is quite
acceptable. Figures 4.3a through 4.3g show each of the stages individually. In the
circuit diagrams, the elements which are active for each stage are highlighted with thicker
lines. Also, the section of the waveforms for the time interval pertaining to each stage
is highlighted. A discussion of the circuit behavior for each stage is given and, the
switching elements that turn on or off at the beginning and end of each stage are
indicated in bold capital letters.

4.1.2 Comparison of Experimental and Computer-Simulated Waveforms

Figure 4.4 shows an IGSPICE model for a Vinciarelli converter which was designed and
built in the laboratory. A corresponding IGSPICE input file is shown in Figure 4.5.
Experimental waveforms of the resonant·inductor current and MOSFET drain-source
Voltage are shown in Figure 4.6. The corresponding waveforms resulting from computer
simulation of the circuit are also shown in Figure 4.6. A comparison of waveforms for
the transformer secondary Voltage and current is shown in Figure 4.7. The
resonant~capacitor Voltage waveforms are shown in Figure 4.8. The IGSPICE
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N VINCIARELLI CONVERTER FEB 28, '86 LMR
N C1 17 10 0.44UF IC=0VL C2 19 0 1000UF IC=5.11VC3 4 0 110PF IC=0V

C4 16 17 300PF IC=0V
D1 0 4 DIODEI
D3 16 17 DIODEZ
D4 0 17 DIODEZ
E1 20 0 13 9 0.5
F1 13 9 V5 0.5
L1 9 5 27UH IC=—7.9MA
L2 6 4 10NH IC=—7.9MAL3 12 13 1.8UH IC=—7.9MA
L4 13 8 3.2MH IC=—7.9MA
L5 14 15 .9UH IC=0A
L6 17 19 1.32MH IC=0.511A
M1 4 3 0 0 IRF510
R1 2 3 150
R2 10 0 0.06
R3 5 6 0.03
R4 11 12 0.24
R5 15 16 0.07
R7 19 0 10
V1 1 0 DC 14V
V2 2 0 PULSE(-5 15 0 .1NS .1NS 8US 20US)
V4 1 11 DC 0V
V5 20 14 DC 0V
V6 8 9 DC 0V
.MODEL DIODEZ D(RS=.1 CJO=100PF N=.25)
.MODEL DIODE1 D(TT=.3US)
.MODEL IRF510 NMOS(VTO=3.9 KP=5.5 LAMBDA=0 RS=.4 CGS=115PF+ CGD=20PF PB=1 RD=.1 LEVEL=1)
.TRAN 100NS 20US UIC
.PLOT TRAN V(3) V(6) V(9) V(16) I(V5) V(17) I(V6)
.0PTIONS ITL5=400000 ACCT
.0PTIONS LIMPTS=5001 LVLTIM=2
.0PTIONS RELTOL=.001 METHOD=TRAPEZOIDAL
.END

Figure 4.5 An IGSPICE input file f“or the Vinciarelli converter, corresponding to the
schematic of the previous figure.
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Figure 4.6 Experimental versus simulated MOSFET current and voltage
(Vinciarelli converter).
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Figure 4.7 Experimental versus simulated transformer voltage and current
(Vinciarelli converter).
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Figure 4.8 Experimental versus simulated resonant capacitor voltage
(Vinciarelli converter).
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simulation predicts the actual circuit behavior quite accurately. For a detailed discussion
of the waveforms shown here, the previous section should be consulted. The waveforms
shown in the previous section were extracted from the experimental waveforms of the
converter described here.

In the laboratory it was difficult to measure the transformer magnetizing current.
However, with IGSPICE it was quite simple to monitor this current. Figure 4.9 shows
simulated waveforms of the magnetizing current along with the transformer secondary
voltage for reference. In steady state, the magnetizing current has a nonzero average
value. Also, the magnetizing current does not start at zero at the beginning of theV
switching cycle (when the MOSFET is turned on). Ideally, the peak positive value of
magnctizing current will be equal in magnitude to the peak negative value. In Figure
4.9 this magnitude is about 27 rnilliamps. The positive and negative peaks are equal in
magnitude because the magnetizing inductance and MOSFET drain-source capacitance
resonate during the "transformer reset" period. The magnetizing current is at a
maximum immediately before the reset period (at 8.0 microseconds in Figure 4.9).
During the reset period the energy stored in the magnetizing inductance is transferred
to the drain-source capacitance causing a peak in the drain-source voltage (and a
negative peak in the transformer voltage). As the "reset resonance" continues, the
magnetizing current reverses direction. At the end of the reset period (at ll
microseconds in Figure 4.9), the capacitance has transferred its energy back to the
magnetizing inductance. In summary, after the reset period, the magnetizing current has
the same value it had before the reset period except that it is flowing in the opposite
direction, assuming losses are negligible.
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Figure 4.9 Simulated waveforms of the Vinciarelli converter.
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4.1.3 Transistor Voltage and Current Stress

4.1.3.1 Peak Current Through Transistor

The peak current through the transistor switch in the Vinciarelli converter is similar to
that of the buck QRC. In the Vinciarelli converter the transformer turns ratio must be
accounted for. Also, the magnetizing current in the transformer will modify the
calculation. Usually, the magnetizing current is small compared with the output current.
Assuming this is true, the peak current through the switch is given by:

Ns Vs
4 '" 1)Q peak NP

O4.1.3.2Peak Voltage Stress on Transistor

In general, the voltage stress on the transistor switch will be higher in the Vinciarelli
converter than for a buck QRC with the same input voltage. This is because the
transformer magnetizing current charges the MOSFET drain-source capacitance during
the "reset" period as described in the previous section. It is desirable to quantify the
peak voltage stress for proper selection of the MOSFET and to control the circuit
parameters affecting its stress. In this section an equation is derived which gives peak
voltage stress on the MOSFET as a function oh input voltage, gate "on" time,
magnetizing inductance, resonant inductance, and MOSFET drain-source capacitance.

For this analysis the Vinciarelli converter is idealized as shown in Figure 4.10. It is
assumed that the magnetizing inductance is much greater than the resonant inductance
(LM >> LO). Figure 4.11 shows the transformer voltage waveform on the primary side
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Figure 4.10 Idealized Vinciarelli converter.
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Figure 4.11 Idealized transformer primary voltage waveform (ringing not shown).
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(ringing is not shown here). At rQ the switch opens and the circuit begins its "reset"
stage which ends at {E. During this stage the transformer primary voltage is
approximately equal to the input voltage minus the MOSFET drain-source voltage.
This means that if the peak negative value of the transformer voltage is known, the peak
drain-source voltage can easily be calculated. In this analysis, the negative peak voltage
on the transformer which results in volt-second balance on the transformer is found and,

then, the peak MOSFET drain-source voltage is calculated. .

l
There are actually a few different transformer voltage waveforms which can result

i
depending on how long the "reset" stage lasts. For example, the effect of increasing
MOSFET drain-source capacitance is illustrated in Figure 4.12. In this figure, case (c)
has the longest reset period. Also, because volt—second balance must be maintained on

the transformer, the negative portion of the transformer voltage in case (c) has the
lowest peak (in magnitude). This analysis of peak voltage on the transistor is based on
case (c). For high frequency converters, this case is more likely to be encountered. Also,
if case (a) or (b) is encountered in a particular design and the peak voltage on the
MOSFET is too great, additional external capacitance can be added across the
drain—source terminals. This reduces the peak drain-source voltage as illustrated in
Figure 4.13. However, there are two disadvantages of using external capacitance to
reduce MOSFET voltage stress. First, adding capacitance causes the reset period to
become longer. This lengthens the entire switching period which decreases the maximum
switching frequency of the converter. The second disadvantage is that higher

drain-source capacitance causes higher power loss. The power loss results from

discharge of the drain-source capacitance each time the MOSFET turns on. Generally,

the voltage across the MOSFET at turn on is equal to the input voltage, so the power
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loss due to this energy dissipation can be expressed as (see Table 1.1 for definition
ofsymbols):

c VzfPLoss = (4 ‘ 2)

With the assumptions stated above, the equation for the peak drain-source voltage on
the MOSFET will now be derived. Table 1.1 and Figure 4.11 define the symbols used
in this derivation. In steady-state operation the accumulated volt-seconds on the
transformer primary during a switching cycle is zero. This is stated as:

]éEvMd{ = 0 (4- 3)

This expression may be divided into two parts for convenience:

0 (4-4)

A1 A2
So, A1 + A2 = 0. First, A1 will be found. Using the fundamental relation between
current and voltage of the resonant inductor:

. . __ 1 _
lL(ZQ) VL dl *

0Theabove equation is set equal to zero because, by definition of zero—current switching,
the resonant-inductor current is zero both at time zero and time {Q. This implies that
the average voltage across the resonant inductor is zero during the interval [0 to {Q].

Since vDS is zero during [0 to {Q], the average transformer voltage is VS during this same
interval. The result gives:

Al = VS {Q (4 - 6)
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Now an expression for A2 will be obtained. Let IC be the zero time reference for
equations in this section (for finding A2). That is, IC = 0. During [IQ to IE] the
transformer primary voltage is given by

VM = " VN SLI']

'“where

„/(LM '*' Lo) CDS

VN will remain an unknown until after A2 is found. By substitution,

To find an expression for IQ it is observed that at IQ, vM = VS. Therefore, at IQ,

VS = — VN

sinSincethe previous equation holds for I = IQ, solving for IQ gives:

1 - -1 VS
= — i .—. 4 -IQ (QR sin VN ( ll)

From Equation (4-7) and the transformer voltage waveform (Figure 4.11), it is observed
that the value of IE is equivalent to one half of a cycle at the reset frequency, coR.

z = -1*- 4 — 12E QR ( )

The expressions for IQ and tE above can now be substituted for the limits of integration
in Equation (4-9). Performing the integration gives,
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,4,=-$[1/N+„/1/§,—V§] (4-13)12

Now that Al and A2 have been found, their expressions may be substituted into
A1 -1-A2 = 0. The result is,

V - _L V / V2 - 2 = -SIQ COR': N+ N VS] 0 (4 14)

Solving this equation for VN and, then, using VPEAK = VS+ VN, the final result is
obtained:

VS (@,,1Q + 1)2V = ———-—-—— (4 — 15)PEAK 2 (0R,Q

where

VPEAK = Peak drain-source Voltage on MOSFET
VS = DC input Voltage
tQ = MOSFET gate "on" time

4 @12 = 1/ M + 0 DS

Although MOSFET drain-source capacitance decreases with drain-source Voltage, if the
value of CDS specified at the maximum VDS is used, the above equation will give a good
estimate of the worst-case peak Voltage on the MOSFET that can be expected. If
external capacitance is added across the drain-source terminals, this should be included

in the Value of CDS used in the equation. Note that the parasitic transformer winding
capacitance and the reflected junction capacitance of the forward diode are effectively
in parallel with the drain-source capacitance during reset. If the Values of these
parasitics are large enough, they should also be included in the total Value of CDS used
in the equation.
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CASE 1 CASE 2

LM = 3.2 mH LM = 3.2 m1—I
LO = UH LO = uH

VS = 5.54 V VS = 12.9 V
zQ = 11.8 uS rQ = 12.5 uSS
to}; = 431 kRad/S 05R = 314 kRad/S

VPEAK PREDICTED VPEAK PREDICTED

20.2 V 39.9 V

VPEAK MEASURED VPEAK MEASURED

21.1 V 41.2 V

5% ERROR 4% ERROR

Figure 4.14 Experimental verification of the equation for calculating peak drain-sourcevoltage on the MOSFET.
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i The equation for peak drain-source voltage was verified in the laboratory. Figure 4.14
shows two cases for which VPEAK was predicted by Equation (4-15) and compared to
the measured value. The values of CDS include external capacitance placed across the
drain-source terminals in addition to the internal parasitic MOSFET capacitance. The
measured values are within five percent of the predicted values.

,
4.1.4 DC Characteristics Including Parasitic Effects Using IGSPICE

Ideally, the dc voltage gain characteristic for the Vinciarelli converter is the same as for
the buck quasi-resonant converter in half—wave mode (given in Chapter 2). To apply the
graphs of Chapter 2 to the Vinciarelli converter, it is necessary to account for the
transformer turns ratio. This is accomplished by multiplying the dc voltage gain, read
from the plots, by NS/NP to get the actual voltage gain. Also, to account for the turns
ratio of the transformer, the following assignments are needed to determine the other
normalized parameters used in the graphs:

Äs —— Ns—— f 21: L C —— (4 — 16)fo —* s «/ 0 0 NP

R R NP. —-— ————...-i- (4 — 17)Za T „/Lomo Ns
The effects of ESR in the resonant inductor and capacitor for the buck QRC (in
half-wave mode), discussed in Section 2.2, will also be applicable to the Vinciarelli
converter. Again, the transformer turns ratio must be taken into account. The graphs
of Section 2.2 can be applied to the Vinciarelli converter when the following assignments
are used to determine the normalized ESR:
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RL NSC1, —* (4 “ 18)

Cc —* (4 ‘ 19)

The above assignments in conjunction with the graphs in Chapter 2 will provide accurate
results for the Vinciarelli converter, assuming that the magnetizing current circulating in
the transformer is small compared to the output current. This assumption is usually
satisfied. Some other parasitics which can atfect the output voltage and efliciency are:
MOSFET drain-source capacitance, forward-diode junction capacitance, and
transformer magnetizing inductance. These elTects, discussed in the following
paragraphs, were studied by using IGSPICE simulation of the circuit shownin Figure
4.4.

MOSFET Drain-Source Capacitance: Figure 4.15 shows the effect of varying the
MOSFET drain-source capacitance, CDS, with all other circuit parameters held constant.
For the converter built in the laboratory, the nominal value of CDS is 110pF. As the
capacitance is increased, the output voltage begins to increase. This is because the shape
of the transformer voltage waveform changes with MOSFET drain-source capacitance
(see Figure 4.12). Therefore, the magnetizing current waveform is affected, as shown in
Figure 4.16. In the case of higher capacitance there is more magnetizing current flowing
during the linear resonant-capacitor discharge stage. During this time the magnetizing
current is llowing in the transformer secondary, so that the increase in magnetizing
current causes extra charge to be delivered to the resonant capacitor, increasing the
output voltage. As the MOSFET drain-source capacitance is increased even further, the
efliciency sharply decreases. This is because with high values of capacitance the circuit
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does not have enough time for the transformer to completely reset. When the MOSFET
turns on at the beginning of the cycle the drain-source Voltage is higher than the input
Voltage (instead of equal to the input Voltage). This causes a drop in efficiency due to
CV2/2 energy dissipation each time the MOSFET turns on (see Equation (4-2)).

Forward-Diode Junction Capacitance: The results of Variations in the junction
capacitance of the forward diode are shown in Figure 4.17. The nominal Value of this
capacitance for the laboratory circuit is 300pF. The maximum in the curves at about
1000pF is due to the effect of magnetizing current increasing in the secondary during the
linear resonant-capacitor discharge stage. This is the same effect seen when the
drain-source capacitance is increased. At larger Values of forward-diode capacitance, the
output Voltage decreases but the efficiency stays fairly constant. The increased
capacitance provides a path for the input current to reverse direction at the time when
the forward diode should be commutated off The resonant-inductor current then begins
to look more like full-wave mode. This is shown in Figure 4.18. In this condition some
of the energy is being returned to the input Voltage source, which explains why the
output Voltage is decreasing. The effect of longer reverse recovery time of the forward
diode is similar to the effect of increasing the forward-diode junction capacitance shown
in Figure 4.18. lt is, therefore, important that the forward diode be a fast-recovery
rectifier. At Very high Values of forward-diode capacitance, Figure 4.17 shows that the
efficiency begins to drop off due to CV2/2 energy being lost each time the diode turns
on.

Transformer Magnetizing Inductance: Figure 4.19 illustrates the effect of transformer
magnetizing inductance on output Voltage and efficiency. The nominal Value of
magnetizing inductance in this case is 3.2mH. If the inductance is too low, high current
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will circulate in the transformer. When this happens, the magnetizing current is
superimposed on the resonant-inductor current waveform as shown in Figure 4.20. The
high circulating current in the transformer causes higher power dissipation in the
MOSFET on-resistance, resonant-inductor ESR, and transformer winding resistance.
When the magnetizing inductance is very high, the transformer does not have enough
time to reset before the MOSFET turns on again. As discussed before, an incomplete
transformer reset causes loss of efficiency.

4.2 Using a Tertiary Winding to Reset the Transformefs

Core

It has been shown that the Vinciarelli converter can exhibit high MOSFET drain-source
voltage peaks if no external circuitiy is added to reset the flux in the transformer. The
high voltage peaks, which depend on parasitics, occur when the transformer is being
reset. To obtain a more controlled reset of the transformer, a path can be provided for
the magnetizing current to reset. This is accomplished by adding a tertiary winding and
a diode as shown in Figure l.2c. The new winding will be referred to as the "reset
winding." The converter shown in Figure l.2c will be referred to as the "Vinciarelli
converter with reset winding." For the present application the reset winding was given
the same number of turns as the primary winding. With this configuration, the
MOSFET drain-source voltage is clamped at twice the input voltage during the
transformer reset period.
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Section 4.2.1 describes the operation and topological stages of the Vinciarelli converter
with reset winding. In Section 4.2.2 a practical circuit implementation of this converter
is given with methods to avoid undesirable operating conditions.

4.2.1 Circuit Operation and Topological Stages

The addition of the reset diode introduces more topological stages in the Vinciarelli
converter with reset winding. For the present circuit there are eight topological stages
indicated as A through H. These topological stages are sumrnarized in Figure 4.21 along
with the converter waveforms and an equivalent circuit. In Figure 4.22 each stage is
discussed separately. In the circuit diagrams, the elements which are active for each
stage are highlighted with thicker lines. Also, the section of the waveforms for the time
interval pertaining to each stage is highlighted. A discussion of the circuit behavior for
each stage is given in the figure and, the switching elements that turn on or off at the
beginning and end of each stage are indicated in bold capital letters. The waveforms
shown in Figures 4.21 and 4.22 were generated by IGSPICE simulation of the
experimental converter shown in Figure 4.23. The implementation of this converter will
be discussed in the next section.

The dc voltage gain and efficiency characteristics including resistive losses in the
resonant tank, discussed at the beginning of Section 4.1.4 (for the Vinciarelli converter

which is reset by parasitics), directly applies to the Vinciarelli converter with reset

winding. However, because the Vinciarelli converter with reset winding is not very

sensitive to certain parasitics, the discussion at the end of Section 4.1.4 will not apply.
Specifically, the effects of MOSFET drain-source capacitance, forward-diode junction
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Figure 4.21 Equivalent circuit, waveforms, and summary of topological stages for the
Vinciarelli converter with reset winding.
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Figure 4.22 Topological stages of the Vinciarelli converter with reset winding.
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l

capacitance, and transformer magnetizing inductance, given at the end of Section 4.1.4,
will not apply to the Vinciarelli converter with reset winding.

4.2.2 A Practical Circuit Implementation and Simulation of a

One-Megahertz Off-Line Closed-Loop Regulator

Figure 4.23 shows the Vinciarelli converter with reset winding which was constructed in
the laboratory. This circuit was designed to have a maximum switching frequency of
l.25MHz. Waveforms of the resonant·inductor current and MOSFET drain-source
voltage are shown in Figure 4.24. The converter was simulated using IGSPICE for the
study of the topological stages discussed above. The simulation results are also shown
in Figure 4.24. The simulated waveforms match those observed in the laboratory quite
accurately.

The remainder of this section describes various operating modes that were
experimentally observed in the closed-loop Vinciarelli converter with reset winding.
When the nominal input voltage of 175 Volts is applied to the regulator with the output
lightly loaded, the waveforms appear as in Figure 4.25. This is considered the
"normal" operating mode for this converter. Section 4.2.1 includes a detailed description
of the circuit operation and resulting waveforms for this mode. It is the desirable mode
because the MOSFET switches at essentially zero current. When the input voltage is

increased and/or the load resistance is decreased, undesirable modes are encountered
where the MOSFET does not switch at zero current causing greater switching stress and
losses. These undesirable modes are discussed in the following paragraphs and methods
of avoiding them are sumrnarized at the end of this section.
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Figure 4.23 Schematic of Vinciarelli converter with reset winding constructed in
laboratory.
a) Power stage.
b) Control circuit.
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Figure 4.24 Comparison of experimental and simulated waveforms for the Vinciarelli
converter with reset winding.
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Figure 4.25 Lightly loaded Vinciarelli converter (with reset winding).
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Figure 4.26 Overloaded Vinciarelli converter (with reset winding).
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1
The theoretical maximum output current for this particular converter is 9.4 Amps. This F

results from the requirement that the normalized output current, ION, be less than unity
(see Equation (2-3)), so the resonant-inductor current will naturally return to zero before

the switch is turned olli Figure 4.26 illustrates the result when the output current
exceeds the limit imposed above. The resonant-capacitor voltage waveform is
acceptable but the MOSFET drain current (resonant-inductor current) does not return
to zero. Here, it is necessary to force the MOSFET oll', resulting in higher switching
loss.

The MOSFET never actually turns off at exactly zero current even when the normalized

output current is below unity. This is because magnetizing current is flowing through
the transformer primary when the MOSFET is switched olli Usually, the magnetizing

current is relatively small and the MOSFET switches at nearly zero current. However,

as the regulator input voltage is decreased, the switching frequency increases. When the

switching frequency becomes too great, the magnetizing current does not have enough

time to completely reset. In this condition, the dc level of the magnetizing current

increases, and the MOSFET must switch olli with significant current.

When the switching frequency and output current are high enough, another problem can

manifest itself if there is significant inductance in the loop formed by the resonant

capacitor and freewheeling diode. Observe this case in Figure 4.27a where the
resonant-inductor current appears like a square-wave instead of quasi-sinusoidal.

During the time when the resonant-capacitor voltage should be clamped to zero by the

freewheeling diode, the capacitor is ringing with the stray inductance in the loop formed

by the resonant capacitor and freewheeling diode. This ringing then causes the

resonant-inductor current to have a square shape in the following way. The
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Figure 4.27 High switching frequency, high output current case for the Vinciarelli
converter with reset winding; experimental and simulated waveforms.
Input voltage = 140 Volts.
Output voltage = 5 Volts.
Load resistance = 0.5 Ohms.
The severe ringing on the resonant capacitor voltage wavefiorm is caused,
in part, by stray inductance in the resonant capacitor / freewheeling diode
loop.
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resonant-capacitor voltage is charged to about 10 Volts when the MOSFET turns on
(when the resonant-inductor current rises from zero); whereas, normally, the
resonant-capacitor voltage is zero at this time. Since the resonant capacitor is already
charged, most of the resonant-inductor current is reflected load current. The LC
resonance is almost not apparent in this case because there is a much smaller voltage
differential across the resonant inductor at the beginning of the switching cycle, as
compared to the normal operating condition.

It was found that 45nH of inductance is suflicient to cause the observed frequency of
undesirable ringing in this converter. The wiring between the resonant capacitor and the
freewheeling diode accounted for this inductance. To verify the effect of the parasitic
inductance, the circuit was simulated with IGSPICE including 45nH of series inductance
in the resonant capacitor. The results shown in Figure 4.27b confirm the circuit
behavior in this mode. On the laboratory breadboard the leads of the resonant capacitor
were made as small as possible and were connected directly to the freewheeling diode.
This reduced the ringing enough so the resonant-inductor current became
quasi-sinusoidal once again, and the MOSFET was able to switch at near-zero current.

In the mode of operation discussed above, the frequency of the undesirable ringing
between the resonant capacitor and stray inductance is generally unrelated to the
switching frequency. Therefore, the voltage on the resonant capacitor when the
MOSFET turns on will vary as the switching frequency is varied. This implies that as
the switching frequency is varied, the resonant-inductor current waveform will vary
depending on the value of the resonant-capacitor voltage at the beginning of the
switching cycle. This phenomenon is observed in the laboratory when the stray
inductance is present at full load and at low-line input voltage (maximum switching
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, frequency). As the voltage is slowly varied, the resonant—inductor current waveform
changes back and forth between its normal quasi-sinusoidal shape and an undesirable

N
square shape.

N
When a particular converter is required to operate over a wide range of conditions it is

N
difficult to select a single value of on-time for the gate-drive circuit. As the circuit
conditions change, the time interval of the resonant stage changes. Figure 4.28a

N
illustrates what can happen when the gate on-time is not optimized for a particular

N
operating condition. In this case the resonant-inductor begins to charge a second time
while the MOSFET remains on too long. The converter was simulated with IGSPICE
to study the effects of varying on-time. Simulation results are shown in Figure 4.28b.
An explanation of the MOSFET drain-source voltage waveform is given in the following
paragraph.

In Figure 4.28a it can be observed that when the MOSFET turns off (when the
drain-source voltage rises from zero) the resonant-inductor current is about 0.4 Amps.
This current charges the drain-source capacitance very rapidly when the MOSFET is
turned off As the drain-source voltage increases above the input voltage minus the
reflected resonant—capacitor voltage, the forward diode turns off (In this case the
rellected resonant-capacitor voltage is approximately zero when the forward diode turns
off) The drain-source voltage, after exceeding the input voltage, continues to increase
but at a slower rate. It is now the magnetizing current which is charging the
drain-source capacitance. The normal reset stage occurs at this time, with the
magnetizing inductance resonating with the drain-source capacitance. In this particular
condition the reset winding does not conduct current because the MOSFET drain-source
voltage is less than twice the input voltage and the reset diode is never forward—biased.
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Figure 4.28 Excessive MOSFET gate ”on" time, for the Vinciarelli converter with reset
winding; experimental and simulated waveforms.
Input voltage = 175 Volts.
Output voltage = 5 Volts.
Load resistance = 1.5 Ohms.
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To summarize the preceding paragraphs, when operating the Vinciarelli converter with
reset winding, the following cautions should be observed to avoid nonzero-current
switching. The normalized output current should be less than unity so that the
resonant-inductor current can naturally return to zero. The MOSFET should be turned
off soon after the resonant-inductor current returns to zero to avoid the peak
magnetizing current from becoming too large and to avoid a second conduction cycle
from beginning. The loop formed by the resonant capacitor and freewheeling diode
should be physically small to prevent parasitic oscillations caused by stray inductance.
Finally, the maximum switching frequency cannot be too great or the transformer will
not have enough time to completely reset. Usually, for a 1:1 turns ratio between the
primary and the reset winding, the switching frequency should not exceed half of the
resonant frequency.
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5. THE SECONDARY-RESONANCE E

I FORWARD CONVERTER
l

In the previous chapter it has been shown that unless external circuitry is added to the

Vinciarelli converter, the transformer flux reset will be dependent on parasitics. Also,

the Vinciarelli converter only operates in half-wave mode which results in a strong
dependence of dc voltage gain on the load. In contrast, the secondary-resonance

forward converter [ll] can operate in full-wave mode or half-wave mode. lt will be
shown that in full-wave mode the dc voltage gain of the secondary-resonance forward

converter is almost insensitive to the load. This means, for an application where the load
resistance can vary over a wide range, the secondary-resonance forward converter has
an advantage over the Vinciarelli converter in the following respect. The switching

frequency of the Vinciarelli converter must vary over a wide range to achieve load
regulation whereas the secondary-resonance forward converter in full-wave mode can
achieve load regulation by very small variations in the switching frequency. Another
advantage of the secondary-resonance forward converter is that the transformer flux is



1

reset by the resonant capacitor; therefore, no external reset circuitry is required and the
converter does not depend on parasitics for flux reset.

Section 5.1 discusses the circuit operation and the topological stages of the
secondary-resonance forward converter. A dc analysis is performed in Section 5.2.
Expressions for the voltage and current stresses on the devices are presented in Section
5.3.

5.1 Circuit Operation and Topological Stages

Figure 5.1 shows the secondary-resonance forward converter. The dashed connection
of the antiparallel diode across the MOSFET and blocking diode indicates the possibility
of either full-wave or half-wave operation. To facilitate analysis, an equivalent circuit
for the converter is shown in Figure 5.2. The components on the primary side of the
transformer have been reflected to the secondaiy side and are indicated here with a prime
mark (’). The magnetizing current, IM, is referred to the secondary. In this converter,
the magnetizing current is assumed to be a constant dc current, the value of which
depends on the operating conditions. This will be discussed further at the end of this
section. Also, the filter-inductor current is assumed constant and is modeled by the dc
current source, IO. The simple on—off switch in Figure 5.2 represents the MOSFET and
blocking diode (and the antiparallel diode in full-wave mode). Referring back to the
circuit implementation in Figure 5.1, the series diode and freewheeling diode form a
diode-OR configuration. This can be represented as a double-throw switch where its
position is determined by the polarity of the resonant-capacitor voltage. The
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Figure 5.2 Equivalent circuit for the secondary—resonance forward converter.
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double-throw switch is used in Figure 5.2 to make the circuit operation easier to
understand.

The secondary-resonance forward converter in half-wave mode cycles through the four

topological stages shown in Figure 5.3. In this figure, a discussion of the circuit

behavior during each stage is given. The corresponding waveforms for half-wave mode

are shown in Figure 5.4. In full-wave mode the converter cycles through the four stages

shown in Figure 5.5. The first and third stages are identical in full-wave mode. Figure

5.6 shows the waveforms for full-wave mode. Note that in both full-wave and half-wave

mode the resonant-capacitor voltage is negative during a portion of the switching period,

unlike the converters discussed in earlier chapters. In fact, the average

resonant-capacitor voltage must be zero since the resonant capacitor is in parallel with

the transformer which requires volt—second balance. The following paragraphs discuss

the transformer reset mechanism for this converter.

The flux in the transformer core is not reset in the same way as in the Vinciarelli

converter. Here, the flux does not necessarily return to zero but, rather, adjusts its dc

level to maintain volt-second balance on the transformer in the following manner. If the

transformer experiences positive volt-seconds over a switching cycle, the dc magnetizing

current will increase. This increase in IM will cause the resonant-capacitor to charge

more negatively during the fourth topological stage. This decreases the volt-seconds on

the capacitor. Since the capacitor is in parallel with the transformer, this is equivalent

to reducing the volt-seconds on the transformer. Sirnilarly, if the average transformer

volt-seconds become negative, the average resonant-capacitor voltage will increase,

forcing the average transformer voltage back to zero. In summary, this converter
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Figure 5.3 Topological stages of the half-wave secondary-resonance forward converter.
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Figure 5.4 Waveforms for the half-wave secondary—resonance forward converter.
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TIME EQUIVALENT INITIAL CIRCUIT FINAL
INTERVAL CIRCUIT CONDITIONS BEHAVIOR CONDITIONS
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Figure 5.5 Topological stages of the 1"u11—wave secondary-resonance forward converter.
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Figure 5.6 Waveforms for the 1”u1l·wave secondary—resonance forward converter.
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possesses an inherent feedback mechanism which forces the average volt-seconds on the
transformer toward zero and, therefore, prevents the transformer core from saturating.

The dc analysis undertaken in this chapter assumes that the magnetizing inductance of
the transformer is large enough that the magnetizing current variation is very small
compared to its dc value. This implies that the transformer flux variation is small
compared to its dc value and the flux remains in the first quadrant of the B-1-1
characteristic. Therefore, it is assumed that the transformer in this converter is designed
to store energy in a manner similar to the flyback converter. If the magnetizing
inductance is low enough, the transformer flux can enter the third quadrant. In this
condition the secondary-resonance forward converter encounters different modes of
operation, one of which is discussed in Reference [19].

5.2 DC Clzaracteristics

The dc analysis of the secondary-resonance forward converter consists of solving the
state equations for each of the topological stages, matching boundary conditions
between the stages, and requiring volt-second balance on the transformer. The results
are then determined numerically in terms of the normalized parameters shown in Table
1.1. The details of the analysis are given in Appendix B.

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the dc voltage gain for the converter in half-wave mode and
full-wave mode, respectively. These normalized plots assume a transformer turns ratio
of 1:1. For other turns ratios, the voltage gain read from the plots must be multiplied
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Figure 5.7 Figure 5.8
DC voltage gain for the DC voltage gain for the
ha1f—wave secondary·resonance fu1l—wave secondary·resonance
forward converter. forward converter.
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by NS/NP to get the actual voltage gain. Also, to account for the turns ratio of the
transformer, the following assignments are used to determine the normalized parameters
for the graphs of Figures 5.7 and 5.8.

ä —>fs2¤„/7E%;— <5— 1>
Né t ‘2 ‘ 2)

The half-wave mode is more load dependent than the full-wave mode, as was the case
for the buck QRC, because excess resonant tank energy is returned to the input voltage
source in full-wave mode. lt is observed that the dc voltage gain in full wave mode
(Figure 5.8) is much less load dependent than that of the Vinciarelli converter (which
has the same characteristics as the half-wave buck QRC, as shown in Figure 2.3a).

An interesting difference in the dc characteristics between the buck QRC and this
converter is that this converter is able to achieve a dc voltage gain greater than unity,
even with a 1:1 transformer turns ratio. This is due to the transformer magnetizing
inductance which introduces a boost function in this converter. It is not normally
desirable to operate the secondary-resonance forward converter in its boost mode
because, in this condition, a high switching frequency is required which causes the dc
magnetizing current to increase dramatically. This can be observed on the plots of
Figure 5.9 for half-wave mode and Figure 5.10 for full-wave mode. Also, as the
switching frequency is increased, the peak drain-source voltage on the MOSFET
increases, as illustrated in Figures 5.11 and 5.12 for half-wave and full-wave mode,
respectively. If the secondary-resonance forward converter is operated in full-wave
mode with a switching frequency of less than half of the resonant frequency, the peak
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voltage on the MOSFET and the dc magnetizing current will not become excessively
large.

5.3 Device Voltage and Current Stresses

Many of the device stresses are functions of the dc operating point in the
secondary—resonance forward converter. For these cases, the stresses can be found by
numerical methods. Fortunately, this has already been done, indirectly, in the previous
section. The graphs of normalized magnetizing current and normalized peak
drain-source voltage (Figures 5.9 through 5.12) can be used to find all other voltage and
current peaks in the circuit. This is accomplished by use of the state plane, shown in
Appendix B, Figures B.2 and B.6, for half-wave and full-wave mode, respectively. The
state plane describes the behavior of the resonant-inductor current and
resonant-capacitor voltage. All other voltages and currents in the circuit can be found
in terms of these two state variables. To completely describe the state-plane trajectory,
the following parameters are required:

VDSPN Normalized peak drain-source voltage on MOSFET.
= Vcozv '*' 1

[MN Normalized dc magnetizing current

ION Normalized dc output current

Of these parameters, VDSPN and [MN are found from the graphs of Figures 5.9 through
5.12. ION is found by:
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[ON = (5 — 3)s

To simplify the equations for the device stresses, an expression for rz (see Figures B.2
and B.6) is given.

rz = /(„/[MN + VDSPN — 1 — [0N)* + 1 <5 — 4>

The following paragraphs give expressions for the device stresses in terms of the circuit
parameters and the values of VDSPN, [MN , [ON, and rz.

Peak Voltage Stress on Transistor: The normalized peak voltage stress on the transistor
switch has been found in the previous section. To find the actual peak voltage across
the switch, the normalized value is multiplied by the source voltage.

PEAK VOLTAGE STRESS ON TRANSISTOR = VDSPN VS (5 — 5)

DC Magnetizing Current: The normalized dc magnetizing current, [MN, has been found
. in the previous section. The actual value of the dc magnetizing current as referred to the

primary is found using,

DC MAGNETIZING cuRRE1~1T = [MN Vs LV; (6 _ 6)(referred to primary) \/E NP

Peak Current Through Transistor: The peak transistor current is equal to the peak
resonant-inductor current. From the state plane, in terms of normalized parameters, it
is equal to rz + ION + IMN. To account for the normalization and the turns ratio,
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PEAK CURRENT _ V5 N5 _THRouo1—1 TRANSISTOR °° V2 + ION (5 7)

Peak Current in Antiparallel Diode: This applies only to the full-wave mode

implementation, since the antiparallel diode does not exist in half-wave mode. The peak

current in the antiparallel diode is equal to the peak negative value of the

resonant-inductor current. In terms of normalized parameters, this is:

rz — ION — IMN. Therefore, the the actual value of the peak current is:

PEAK CURRENT IN V NANTI-PARALLEL DIODE = (rz — ION — IMN)———..};.——]$ (5 — 8)
(full-wave mode only) CO P

Peak Voltage Across Series Diode: The peak voltage across the series diode, DS, is equal

to the peak negative value of the resonant—capacitor voltage. In terms of normalized

parameters it is: , /(VCON + l)2 + IÄIN . The actual value of the peak voltage is:

PEAK VOLTAGE ACROSS _ 2 2 NS _sizmßs DIODE (DS) ” ~/ VDSPN + [MN V5 Tx; (5 9)

Peak Voltage Across Freewheeling Diode: The peak voltage across the freewheeling

diode, DF, is equal to the peak positive value of the resonant-capacitor voltage. From

the state plane, this is: rz + 1, normalized. The actual value of the peak voltage is:

PEAK VOLTAGE ACROSS _ NS _1=REEw1—1EE1.1NG Diooe (DF) ‘ V2 + [) VSK [5 [0)
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Peak Current Through Series Diode and Freewheeling Diode: The peak current through
DS and DF is equal to the output current. Ideally, one and only one of these diodes is
on at any given time. When either diode is on, it conducts the output current.
Therefore,

PEAK CURRENT THROUGH DS = [O (5 — 11)

PEAK CURRENT THROUGH DF = IO (5 — 12)

The method that has been used in this section is now summarized. All the Voltage and
current stresses on the devices in the secondary—resonance forward converter can be
deterrnined explicitly from: the circuit parameters; the input voltage; the output current;
the values of the normalized magnetizing current, [MN; and the normalized peak
drain-source Voltage on the MOSFET, VDSPN• These last two parameters can only be
found by implicit equations, which are solved numerically. The results of the numerical
solution of these paramßtßrs have been plotted in Section 5.2 and can be applied to the
equations given in this section to determine the peak stresses on the other components.
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The major results of this thesis are summarized in Section 6.1. Avenues for Further study
are suggested in Section 6.2.

6.1 Summary of Results

6.1.1 The Quasi-Resonant Buck Converter

• In full-wave mode with the output lightly loaded, the dc output voltage increases
as losses in the resonant tank are increased. [Figure 2.6]

• In full-wave mode with the output heavily loaded, the dc output voltage decreases
as losses in the resonant tank are increased. [Figure 2.6]

• In half-wave mode, the dc output voltage always decreases as losses in the resonant
tank are increased, regardless of the load. [Figure 2.5]
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• The dc voltage gain is sensitive to the load in half-wave mode but almost insensitive
to the load in full-wave mode. [Figures 2.3 and 2.4]

• The efficiency is almost insensitive to the load in half-wave mode but very sensitive
to the load in full-wave mode. [Figures 2.5 and 2.6]

• Simple, approximate expressions have been derived to predict dc voltage gain and
efliciency. [Equations (2-4), (2-17), (2-21) and (2-31)]

• To maximize converter efliciency, ideally, the characteristic impedance should be
made equal to the minimum load resistance divided by the maximum dc voltage gain
required. [Equation (2-40)]

• An expression for the theoretical maximum converter efficiency possible at
maximum load and minimum input voltage, given fixed values of ESR, has been

· derived. [Equation (2-55)]

6.1.2 The Vinciarelli Converter

• The Vinciarelli converter only operates in half-wave mode. [Section 4.1]

• More topological stages are encountered as compared to the buck QRC. [Figures
4.3 and 4.22]

• The dc voltage gain characteristic is virtually identical to that of the buck QRC in
half-wave mode (multiplied by the transformer turns ratio). [Section 4.1.4]

• The dc voltage gain is sensitive to the load. [Section 4.1.4 and Figure 2.3a]
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• The Voltage stress on the transistor is higher than for a buck QRC with the same 1
input Voltage. [Section 4.1.3]

• The transformer flux will be reset due to parasitics if no additional reset circuitry is
added. [Section 4.1]

• When parasitics are used to accomplish reset, the Voltage stress on the transistor is
dependent on the values of certain parasitics. An equation has been derived to
predict this stress. [Equation (4-15)]

• A simple passive network consisting of a diode and tertiary transformer winding can
be added to the converter to accomplish a more controlled reset. [Section 4.2 and
Figure 1.2c]

• When the tertiary winding scheme is used to reset the transformer, the peak Voltage
on the transistor can be clamped to a predetermined value which depends on the
ratio of primary turns to tertiary turns. [Section 4.2]

• A practical circuit has been implemented in the laboratory. [Section 4.2.2 and
Figure 4.23]

• Suggestions to avoid undesirable operating conditions have been presented. [Section
4.2.2]

6.1.3 The Secondary-Resonarrce Forward Converter

• The transformer llux is reset inherently within the converter topology; no external
reset circuitry is required and the reset is not dependent on parasitics. [Section 5.1]
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• The converter can operate in full-wave or half—wave mode. [Section 5.1]

• In full-wave mode the dc voltage gain is almost insensitive to the load. [Figure 5.8]

• In half-wave mode the dc voltage gain is sensitive to the load. [Figure 5.7]

• Unlike the buck QRC, the dc voltage gain of this converter can exceed unity (even
for a 1:1 transformer turns ratio). [Figures 5.7 and 5.8]

• The dc magnetizing current and transistor voltage stress are dependent on the dc
operating point. [Figures 5.9 through 5.12]

• The voltage and current stresses for all components have been derived. [Section 5.3]

6.2 Suggestions for Further Study

6.2.1 The Quasi-Resonant Buck Converter

· The dc voltage gain and efficiency analysis of Chapter 2 assumed that the filter inductor
is large enough so the filter—inductor current can be assumed constant. Usually this
condition is satisfied. However, the question arises, "What is the smallest value of filter
inductor which can be used?" It is shown in Reference [14] that when the inductance
becomes too low the converter enters other modes of operation. lt is desirable to make
the filter inductance as small as possible while meeting the output-voltage ripple
specification without entering other operating modes. lf this causes the
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filter-inductor-current ripple to become significant, compared to the dc output current,
the dc voltage gain analysis will become less accurate. Therefore, it is desirable to
perform a dc analysis of the quasi-resonant buck converter which includes effects due to
parasitic losses and a finite filter inductance. The analysis will become more difficult,
since the order of the system will increase from two to three.

The effect of parasitic losses on the dc voltage gain and efficiency has been
demonstrated. Another effect of losses, which was discussed briefly in Section 2.2, is the
change in mode boundaries. As the losses are increased, the region in which the
converter can operate, while remaining in the desired mode (also called Mode 1), will
become smaller [20]. It would be helpful to have an explicit expression or graph which
indicates for what values of circuit parameters the converter will operate in Mode 1 when
losses are included. The circuit parameters could be, for example: switching frequency,
load resistance, and parasitic resistance (where all of these parameters would be
normalized).

6.2.2 The Vinciarelli Converter

The topological mode sequences described, in Section 4.1.1 for the parasitic transformer
reset scheme and in Section 4.2.1 for the tertiary winding reset scheme, are typical for
these converter implementations. However, variations in circuit components, operating
conditions, and parasitic elements can cause other topological modes to be encountered.

A study should be performed to determine what other modes can exist and which, if any,

are to be avoided. This would include an analysis of the dc characteristics in other

modes. Most likely, the voltage stress on the transistor, as derived in Section 4.1.3, will
not apply to other operating modes.
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Two methods of resetting the transformer’s core in the Vinciarelli converter were
discussed in this thesis. In general, there is a trade-off between the peak voltage stress
on the transistor and the time needed to reset the transformer. This is because
volt-second balance on the transformer is required, and the voltage peak on the
transformer is closely related to the peak voltage on the switch. An "optimal" reset
scheme was briefly mentioned in Chapter 3, which is more complex and costly than
those analyzed in Chapter 4. It would be beneficial to search for other simple reset
schemes which would provide near-"optimal" resetting of the transformer's core.

6.2.3 The Secondary-Resonance Forward Converter

In Chapter 5, a dc analysis was performed for the secondary-resonance forward
converter. This analysis assumed that the transformer magnetizing inductance was large
enough so the magnetizing current can be assumed constant, which is a valid
approximation for this converter in many cases. However, it is desirable to reduce the
magnetizing inductance of the transformer as much as possible to reduce its size. As the
magnetizing inductance is reduced, the constant magnetizing current assumption is no
longer valid causing the dc analysis to become inaccurate. A dc analysis which includes
the effects of finite magnetizing inductance, therefore, would provide results that were
applicable to more practical converter designs.

To improve the dc analysis, the effects of parasitic losses on the dc voltage gain and
efficiency should be included for this converter. In addition, the effects of finite filter
inductance should be studied, since the analysis of Chapter 5 assumes an infinite filter
inductance. Also, an investigation of the various topological modes possible, and the

mode boundaries between them, should be undertaken.
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In this work, exact results for the dc voltage gain, dc magnetizing current, and peak
drain-source voltage on the MOSFET were computed by solving implicit equations. It
would be desirable to derive approximate, explicit equations for these parameters, using
methods similar to those used for the buck QRC, in Section 2.4.

An ac small-signal analysis will be necessary to evaluate the control scheme required for
this converter. It is believed that the control-to-output transfer function will contain a
right-half-plane zero due to the boost function provided by the magnetizing inductance.
Also, the large-signal transient response of the converter to step-line and step-load
changes should be analyzed.
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i APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF DC VOLTAGE GAIN AND EFFICIENCY
OF THE QUASI-RESONANT BUCK CONVERTER

WITH PARASITIC LOSSES

The results of the derivation given in this appendix are used in Section 2.2 of this thesis.

Symbols used in this appendix are defined in Table A.1, in addition to the previous
definitions given in Table 1.1.

A.1 Statement of Problem

GIVEN: The quasi-resonant buck converter (using the L-type zero-current switch), with
resonant—inductor ESR and resonant-capacitor ESR, shown in Figure A.1; and,
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Table A.1 Definition of symbols used in Appendix A.
(See also definitions in Table 1.1.)

¤ = <¤/(2 QLC)
A = T1/QLC
b =(ÜB

1 = 2 TI SO
C Resonant capacitor
i(J) Resonant—inductor current
II DC input current
[IN Norrnalized dc input current

in Resonant-inductor current during Stage n (n = 1,2,3,4)
iN„ Normalized resonant-inductor current during Stage n (n = 1,2,3,4)

L Resonant inductor
Qc = Z0/Rc
QL = ZO/RL
QLC = Z0/(RL + Rc)
SQ = N/1 · [1/(2 QLc)]2
tn Tirrre interval for nm topological stage (n = 1,2,3,4)
JN Normalized time

= J/TO
TN„ Normalized time interval of nm stage (n = 1,2,3,4)

= J„co/(27:) = J„/TO
TS Switching period
TSN Norrnalized switching period

= TS/TO = FO/FS
v(J) Resonant-capacitor voltage
v„ Resonant-capacitor voltage during Stage n (n = 1,2,3,4)
vN„ Normalized resonant·capacitor voltage during Stage n (n = 1,2,3,4)

vO Voltage across the resonant capacitor and its ESR
VON DC voltage gain

VX Resonant-capacitor voltage at the beginning of Stage 3
VXN Normalized resonant-capacitor voltage at the beginning of Stage 3

= Vx/ Vs
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l_ RL LFIJ RI Rvs C R
vi C

Figure A.l The buck quasi-resonant converter including parasitic losses in the
resonant Iällk.

L RL

Rc
ll R

Vs Io
° vi C

Figure A.2 Equivalent circuit for the buck quasi-resonant converter including parasitic
losses in the resonant tank.
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GIVEN:
FS/FO Normalized Switching Frequency
R/ZO Normalized Load Resistance
CL Normalized Resonant-Inductor ESR
CC Normalized Resonant-Capacitor ESR

DETERMINE:
VONn

Efliciency

ASSUMPTIONS:

1) The tilter inductance, LF, is large enough that the filter-inductor current can
be considered a constant dc value equal to the load current, IO. This simplifies the g
equivalent circuit, as shown in Figure A.2.
2) The circuit is operating in Mode 1, described in Section 2. l. l. This means that
the resonant-inductor current and the resonant-capacitor voltage both naturally
return to zero each switching cycle (without being forced to zero by the switch).

A.2 Overview of Solution

1) Formulate state equations for each topological stage. (The states are:
resonant-inductor current and resonant-capacitor voltage.)
2) Find the state-transition matrix for each topological stage.
3) Determine the time·domain solution of the states during each stage.
4) Find an expression for the time interval of each stage.
5) Find an expression for the dc output voltage by integrating the
resonant-capacitor voltage over a switching cycle.
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6) Find an expression for the dc input current by integrating the
resonant-inductor current over a switching cycle.
7) Compute efiiciency from previous two steps.
8) Formulate equations based on boundary conditions (the states do not change
instantaneously through a topological stage change).
9) Compute the solution using Newton’s method to satisfy the boundary
conditions above.

A.3 Detailed Solution

STEP 1: Formulate state equations for each topological stage. (The states are:
resonant-inductor current, i(t), and resonant-capacitor voltage, v(r).)

The topological stages which the quasi-resonant buck converter cycles through are
shown in Figure A.3. Also shown in this figure are the state equations describing the
circuit behavior during each stage.

STEP 2: Find the state-transition matrix for each topological stage.

The state-transition matrix, <I>,,(z), is computed by taking the inverse Laplace transform
of the inverse of the matrix [sl — A„]. "A,," is the fundamental system matrix for the
rz-th topological stage, "l" is the identity matrix, and "s" represents complex frequency.
This is stated as:

<1>,,(z) = $_l|:(sI - .4,,)*] (A -1)
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‘ 1
1

Stage I

RL. ·— i 0LA1 = (A " 2)
0 0

Re- %t 0‘1’1(¢) = (A · 3)
0 1

Stage 2

L
L L

A2 = (A " 4)
1C 0

e_“tcosbt——äe_°tsi11bt‘Dz(¢)
= (A — 5)

Stage 3

0 0 1 0As = 1 (D30) = (A · 6)
0 0 0 1
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Stage 4

0 0 1 0A4 = „ <P4(¢) = (A — 7)
0 0 0 1

STEP 3: Determine the time·domain solution of the states during each stage.

For each topological stage, the time-domain solution of the state vector, X(1), is a

function ofi the state—transition matrix, <I>(t); the initial value of the state vector, X(0);

and the input vector, BU. The solution is given by:

iv) ,
= X(t) = <D(t) X(0) + .,.0 <I>(t) dt BU (A — 8)v(¢)

Stage I

0X1(0) = (A · 9)
0

R4-(1 - ..- 6) 0R1.
j'(§<I>(1) dr = (A — 10)

0 z

0 1/L IO VS/L
BU = = (A — 11)

O 0 VS 0
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The solution to the state vector is now given by substituting the above expressions into
Equation (A-8), which results in,

- L V$(1 - 1 J1) 11 $
X1(t) = L (A — 12)

0 : 0

Therefore, the resonant-inductor current and resonant-capacitor Voltage during Stage 1
are, respectively,

V - Li(z) = -I%(1— e Ä') (A -13)1,

v(t) = 0 (A — 14)

Stage 2

IX2(0) = 0] (A ‘ 15)
0

, H1 H2
(0 <I>(1:) dt = (A — 16)H2 H4

where:

S e’“'sinbtCO 4 QLC co SQ

H2 =———l e‘“'si11bt+———l e‘“‘cosbt————l ‘
2coQLCZ0SQ (ÜZO COZO

H3 = - ———g-Q———e""sinbt — —€—Q-e"“cosbt + @
2coQLCSQ co co
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1

SH4 = —£ — lT;—— e’“‘sinbt — lle’“’cos bt + --1
co 4 QLC (0 SQ c0QLC coQLC

BU RC/L 1/L IO — RCIO/L + VS/L (A 17)— 1/C 0 V3 — I0/C

Xm _ P1 P2 IO
+

Hl H2 RCIO/L + VS/L
(A 18)

P3 P4 0 H3 H4 — I0/C

where:

P = e"“‘cos bt — —$e"“‘sin bt1 2QLCSQ
= - Q., — z ·P2 ZOSQ e " sm bt

ZP3 = ——Q—e'“‘sin btSQ
P = e’“’cos bt + ——l-—e’“’sin bt" 2Q„SQ

Using the previous equations, the resonant-inductor current and resonant-capacitor
Voltage for Stage 2 are:

1(1) (A — 19)

(A — 20)

Stage 3

Let V be the initial Voltage on the resonant capacitor at the beginning of Stage 3. VX X
will remain an unknown until after the final numerical solution is complete.
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0X3(0) = (A · 21)
VX

t z 0
jo <D(t)d1: = (A — 22)0 z

0 0 IO 0
BU = = (A — 23)-1/C 0 VS — IO/C

1 0 0 z 0 0 0
X(t) = + = [ (A - 24)0 1 VX 0 t — IO/C VX

—Theresonant-inductor current and resonant-capacitor voltage for Stage 3 is therefore,

i(t) = 0 (A — 25)

[0
v(t) = VX — —ö_—t (A — 26)

Stage 4

During Stage 4 the resonant-inductor current and resonant-capacitor voltage are zero. _

i(t) = 0 (A —· 27)

v(t) = 0 (A —— 28)

STEP 4: Find an expression for the time interval of each stage.

This is accomplished by setting the time-domain solution of the states (found in the
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previous step) equal to the final value of the states for a particular topological stage and
then solving for the value of time at the end of that stage.

Stage I

At the end of Stage l the resonant-inductor current equals the output current. That is,

V - Lil(tl) = IO = —-‘i(l — e
LLt*)

(A — 29)RL

Solving for tl gives,

t1= ——}%l11(l—e—RLI°/VS) (11-30)L

In terms of the normalized time duration for Stage l, TN1,

QL IoivT = — ——ln l — ——— A — 3lNl zu QL ( )

Stage 2 .
At the end of Stage 2 the resonant-inductor current equals zero.

0 (A “ 32)

The expression for i2(t) is too complicated to solve analytically for t. Equation (A-32),
therefore, becomes one of the boundary equations to be solved numerically. Note that
an additional constraint is necessary to distinguish half-wave mode from full-wave mode.
In half-wave mode the slope of the resonant-inductor current is negative at the end of
Stage 2, whereas in full-wave mode the slope is positive.

ZTI! < 0 (HALF-WAVE MODE) (A — 33)
2
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I

0 (FULL·WAVE MODE) (A — 34)
*2

Stage 3
At the end of Stage 3, the Voltage across the resonant capacitor and its BSR is zero.

*’0(’2) = 0 (A " 35)

Therefore, the resonant-capacitor Voltage minus the Voltage drop across the
resonant-capacitor BSR is zero.

v(t3) — IORC = 0 (A —· 36)

or, by substitution,

X C 3 O C

Solving for the time duration of Stage 3,

z — C V — 1 R A — 382 " X 0 c) ( )

The normalized time duration of Stage 3 is given by,

T1V2=;‘* VX1v“@ (A—39)27* ION Qc

Stage 4
The time duration for Stage 4 is determined from the expressions already obtained. lt
is given by, °
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where TS is the switching period (the time required to complete one cycle through each

of the four topological stages). The above equation will be used as a check to insure that

the resonant-capacitor voltage decreases to zero during each switching cycle. If it does

not, then the converter is not operating in the desired mode (Mode 1). This analysis is

only valid for Mode l operation. The way to insure that the resonant-capacitor voltage

decreases to zero is to impose the constraint that I4 be greater than or equal to zero.

By normalizing the above equation, this constraint becomes,

1TN1+TN2+TN:$—*‘** (/1*41)FS/Fo

STEP 5: Find an expression for the dc output voltage by integrating the

resonant-capacitor voltage over a switching cycle.

The dc output voltage is the average of the resonant-capacitor voltage plus the average

of the voltage across the resonant-capacitor ESR. The average voltage across the

resonant-capacitor ESR is zero because there is no dc current through the capacitor.

Therefore, the dc output voltage may be found by integrating the resonant-capacitor

voltage over the entire switching cycle. The resonant-capacitor voltage is equal to zero

during Stages 1 and 4; so the normalized output voltage (dc voltage gain) is given by,

- 1 TN2 TN:
SN
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form VN2 dzN TN2( — A sinBTN2 — Bcos BTN2)Z0 A + B2
Iorv VB —A T -+———l——-—e N2 —AcosBT +BS1I1BTZO A2 + B2 ( N2 N2)
ION B A“” ““ VAQQTT

Awhere,
ZO ZO 1 1 1V =———————- —-+——- —Z S —————A SO ZQNSO (Qc ION) A wäcsg)
ZO 1 1B Qzc O( Qc IONZ

V = Z L. + L. -LC 0( Qc low) Qrc

ÄOTNB "~3 döv = T~2(Vx1v " Il ION TN3) (A T 43)

STEP 6: Find an expression for the dc input current by integrating the
resonant-inductor current over a switching cycle.

The resonant-inductor current is zero during Stages 3 and 4. The normalized dc input
current is, therefore, given by,

. Q — Qform 'Nl 4'Irv (A — 45)
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A Sil]BcosA2+ B2
(A — 46)

+ 1 T + 1 1 -!ä°-ON N2 ON A 2 2A + B

where,

1=—;-+
-+-)

.5*+;- (A—47)A QLC SQ (Qc ION Q 4 Qäc sQ

STEP 7: Compute efficiency from the previous two steps.

Efficiency is given by,

n = -—- (A — 48)Vs I1

In terms of normalized parameters, the efficiency is,

V2
n = -‘?L—

(A — 49)lIN(R/ZO)

An expression for the dc voltage gain, VON, was found in Step 5 and the normalized dc
input current, IIN, was found in Step 6. The normalized load resistance, R/ZO, is a given
parameter.

STEP 8: Form equations based on boundary conditions.

In this step all the work of the previous steps is summarized. The equations, thus far,
have been in terms of the given parameters and three unknowns which are:

ION Normalized Output Current
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TN2 Normalized Time Duration of Stage 2

VXN Normalized Resonant-Capacitor Voltage at End of Stage 2

After these parameters become known, the dc voltage gain and efüciency can be
computed. To find the above unknowns, three equations are necessary. These
equations will be stated as functions set equal to zero in preparation for the next step,
where Newton’s method is used to solve the equations. The first function is based on
the fact that the dc voltage gain divided by the normalized load-current must be equal

to the normalized load-resistance. That is,

f — R/Z — VON — 0 -1 " 0 —'—‘ " (A $0)[0zv

The second function insures that the resonant-inductor current is zero at the end of
Stage 2.

/3 = i1v2(T1~/2) = 0 (A " 51)

The third function states that the normalized resonant-capacitor voltage at the end of
Stage 2 is equal to VXN.

/3 = VXN " vN2(TN2) = 0 (A ‘ 52)

Functions j], J}, andß will now be expressed in terms of the given parameters and the
three unknowns listed above.

Function j]

.. _ Vozv _ _fi — R/ZO ——— — 0 (A 53)ION
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R/ZO is a given, and ION is one of the unknowns. VON has been found in Step 5 and is
summarized here:

V -VON = ATN2( ' A "'BcosA
+ B

V - .AcosBTN2 + BsmBTN2)
V B V A+ VK3 TN2 +Ü+ ‘*° TN3(VXN ” nIONTN3)]

where,

ION ION 1 1 1V =————————— ——+i —I S——i——Kl SQ 2 QLO SQ Qc ION ON Q 4 Qäc SQ
1 1 IONV = — I —— + — + -—-K3 OA/( Qc [ON) Qz.c

IV = [ L + L - ..@.K3 °K( Qc ION) QOO

Function _/Q

fi = iN2(TN2) = 0 (A — 54)

where TN2 is one of the unknowns. Normalizing the expression for i2(t), found in Step
3, results in,

Qc ION 4 QäC.SO QLO SQ

Function fg

J3 = VXN “ VN2(TN2) = 0 (A ‘ 55)
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VXN and TN2 are two oF the unknowns. Normalizing the expression For v2(t), Found in
Step 3, gives

fg = VXN
_

VK]Thevariables VK1, VK2, and VK; have been defined above, For the Function j}.

STEP 9: Compute the solution using Newton’s method to satisfy the boundary
conditions above.

Three equations have been Formed,

MX)
X F(X) = ß(X) = O (A — 57)

MX)

and there exist three unknowns,

[ow

VXN

Newton’s Method For solving simultaneous nonlinear equations oF several variables is
stated as,

X„+l = X,, — [J(X,,)]—1F(X„) (A — 59)

This equation is successively computed until F(X) is "close enough" to zero. The
variable X,, represents the vector oF variables X on the n-th iteration oF Newton’s
Formula. The matrix .](X„) is given by,
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ÖÄ(X„) Öfi(X„) ÖÄ (X11)
ÖION öTN2 öl/XN

.. M M)
Öß(X„) ÖJE(X„) ÖJS(X„)

./'(Xn) is called the Jacobian matrix, which is essentially the multidimensional derivative
of F(X„). The partial derivatives indicated above will not be computed analytically due
to the complexity of the expressions. Since this method relies on numerical solution, it
is expedient to determine these derivatives numerically, also. The partial derivatives are
approximated by,

jlx + Ax) —j(x) (A _ 61)0x Ax

where Ax is a "very small" increment.

All the equations necessary to compute a numerical solution have been established at
this point. A FORTRAN program was written to implement the numerical solution.
The program is shown in Figure A.4 and a corresponding flowchart is given in Figure
A.5. Observe, in the flowchart, that it is necessary for the user to supply an initial guess
for the unknown variables. This initial guess must be close enough that Equation (A-59)
will converge. Instead of only calculating results for a single set of input parameters, the
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C XXX SOLVES DC CHARACTERISTICS OF BUCK RESONANT CONVERTERC XXX NITH RESONANT INDUCTOR AND CAPACITOR ESRC XXX LEN ROUFBERG AUGUST 18, 1986C INPUTS:
C FSFO = FS/FO, NORMALIZED SNITCHING FREQUENCYC ROZO = R/ZO, NORMALIZED LOAD RESISTANCEC ZL = NORMALIZED RESONANT—INDUCTOR ESR ( >O )C ZC = NORMALIZED RESONANT—CAPACITOR ESR ( >0 )C UNKNONNS:
C ION = NORMALIZED LOAD CURRENTC TN2 = NORMALIZED TIME DURATION OF TOPOLOGICAL STAGE 2C VXN = NORMALIZED RESONANT—CAPACITOR VOLTAGE AT ENDC OF TOPOLOGICAL STAGE 2C RESULTS:
C VON = DC VOLTAGE GAIN
E EFF = CONVERTER EFFICIENCY
C INITIAL GUESS FOR ION, TN2, VXN ( HALF—NAVE MODE ):C ION = (FSFO/4+SQRT(ROZOXFSFO/PI))/ROZOC TN2 : 0.5
C VXN : 2.0
C INITIAL GUESS FOR ION, TN2, VXN ( FULL—NAVE MODE ):C ION : FSFO/ROZOC TN2 : 1.0
C VXN : 0.0C
C IN STEP 15, THE RELATIONAL OPERATOR MUST BE:C .LE. ( FOR HALF—NAVE MODE )
C .GT. ( FOR FULL—NAVE MODE )C

IMPLICIT REALX8 (A—Z)
COMMON PI

C PI=3.14159265
C XXX INPUT INITIAL PARAMETERS

PRINTX,'ENTER FSFO'
READ(6,X)FSFO[ PRINTX,'ENTER ROZO'
READ(6,X)ROZO
PRINTX,'ENTER ZL'
READ(6,X)ZL
PRINT*,'ENTER ZC'
READ(6,x)Zc
QL=1/2.0/ZL

C QC=1/2.0/ZC
C XXX INPUT INITIAL GUESS FOR UNKNONNS1 PRINTX,'ENTER INITIAL GUESS FOR ION'READ(6,*)ION

PRINTX,'ENTER INITIAL GUESS FOR TN2'READ(6,*)TN2
PRINTX,'ENTER INITIAL GUESS FOR VXN'

C READ(6,X)VXN
C XXX CALCULATE FUNCTION VALUES AT POINT (ION,TN2,VXN)

Figure A.4 FORTRAN program to compute the dc voltage gam and efficiency of the
buck quas1—resonant converter.
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10 äALé1CALCF(FSFO,ROZO,0L,QC,ION,TN2,VXN,F1,F2,F3,VON,IIN,TOT)
A2=F2
A3=F3

C
C xxx PERTURB ION

ION=ION+0.00lg2L%1CALCF(FSFO,ROZO,QL,QC,ION,TNZ,VXN,Fl,F2,F3,V0N,IIN,TOT)
A5=F2
A6=F3

C ION=ION—0.001
C xxx PERTURB TN2

TN2=TN2+0.001CAL%1CALCF(FSFO,ROZO,QL,0C,ION,TN2,VXN,F1,F2,F3,VON,IIN,TOT)
A7=
A8=F2
A9=F3
TN2=TN2-0.001

C
C xxx PERTURB VXN

VXN=VXN+0.001§ALLFCALCF(FSF0,ROZO,QL,0C,ION,TN2,VXN,F1,F2,F5,V0N,IIN,TOT)
10=

A11=F2
A12=F5
VXN=VXN—0.001

C
SLOPE=A8—A2

C xxx CHECK FOR CORRECT SIGN OF D(F2)/D(TN) 3 TN2
C xxx (SLOPE .LE. 0) FOR HALF—NAVE, (SLOPE .GE. 0) FOR FULL—NAVE:

15 IF (SLOPE .LE. 0) GOTO 30
PRINTx,'RESONANT INDUCTOR CURRENT IS NON-ZERO'
PRINTx,'OR INITIAL GUESS(ES) ARE NRONG'
NRITE (6,90) ION, TN2, VXN
PRINTx,Fl,F2,F3,VON,IIN‘ 20 FORMAT (2El3.4)
STOP

C
C xxx CHECK IF RESULT NITHIN TOLERANCE

30 IF (A1xx2+A2xx2+A3xx2 .LT. 0.000001) GOTO 100
C
C xxx CALCULATE JACOBIAN

J11=(A4—Al)/0.001
J12=(A7-A1)/0.001
J13=(A1Ü'A1)/Ü.ÜÜ1
J21=(A5—A2)/0.001
J22=(A8—A2)/0.001
J23=(A11-A2)/0.001
J31=(A6-A3)/0.001
J52=(A9-A5)/0.001
J35=(A12—A3)/0.001

C
C xxx CALCULATE INVERSE JACOBIAN (XDET)

Figure A.4 (Contiuued)
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N11=J22XJ33—J32xJ23
N12=J32xJ13—J12xJ33
N13=J12xJ25-J22xJ15
N21=J23XJ51—J2lxJ55
N22=J1lXJ33-J31XJ15
N23=J21XJ15—J11xJ23
N31=J21XJ32-J31xJ22
N52=J31xJ12-Jl1xJ52
N35=J11XJ22—J21xJ12

C DET=J11xN11+J12xN21+J15xN51
C XXX CALCULATE NEN VALUES FOR ION,TN2,VXNION=ION—(A1XN11+A2XN12+A3XN13)/DET

TN2=TN2—(A1XN2l+A2XN22+A3XN23)/DET
vXN=vXN-(A1xN51+A2xN32+A3xN33)/DET
NRITE (6,90) ION, TN2, VXN90 FORMAT (6E13.4)

C GOTO 10
C XXX RESULTS ARE NITHIN TOLERANCE, COMPUTE VON AND EFF100 CALL CALCF(FSFO,ROZO,QL,0C,ION,TN2,VXN,F1,F2,F3,VON,IIN,TOT)EFF=VONxION/IIN
C
C XXX CHECK IF RESONANT CAPACITOR IS DISCHARGING TO ZEROIF (TOT .LE. (1/FSFO)) GOTO 110PRINTX,'RESONANT CAPACITOR IS NOT ABLE TO DISCHARGE TO ZERO'NRITE (6,90) ZL,ION,TN2,VXN,VON,EFF .
C STOP
C xxx PRINT RESULTS110 NRITE (8,90) FSFO, VON

NRITE (9,90) FSFO, EFF
C NRITE (6,90) FSFO,ION,TN2,VXN,VON,EFF
C XXX INCREMENT OR DECREMENT RUNNING PARAMETERFSFO=FSFO+.01
C XXX CHECK IF RUNNING PARAMETER EXCEEDS DESIRED RANGE1 IF (FSFO .GT. 1.0) STOPC xxx CONVERT FROM Z TO Q

0L=1/2.0/ZL
0C=1/2.0/ZC
GOTO 10

C END
E xXX SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE FUNCTIONS F1, F2, F3, AND VON

SUBROUTINE CALCF(FSFO,ROZO,QL,QC,ION,TN2,VXN,F1,F2,F3,VON,IIN,TOT)IMPLICIT REALX8 (A—Z)
C COMMON PI
C XXX FIRST CALCULATE INTERMEDIATE RESULTSQLC = 1.0 / ( (1.0/QL)+(1.0/QC) )

S0 = SQRT(1.0—(1.0/2.0/QLC)XX2)
A = PI/QLCB = 2.0xP1xSQ

Figure A.4 (Continued)
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VK1=IÜN/SQ'IÜN*((1.Ü/Qc)+(1.Ü/IÜN))/2.Ü/QLC/SQ
VK1=VKl—IONX(S0—1/(4.0XSQXQLCXx2))
VK2=-IONX((1.0/QC)+(1.0/ION))+ION/QLCVK5=—VKZ
I1A=—l.0/OLC/SQ + ((1.0/QC)+(1.0/ION))X(S0+l.0/(4.0*SQ*0LCX*2))TN1=—QLxLOG(1.0—ION/QL)/2.0/PI
TN5=(VXN'IÜN/QC)/2•Ü/PI/IÜN
TOT=TN1+TN2+TN5C

C xxx CALCULATE F1 = ROZO — VON/ION
VP1=VK1XEXP(—AXTN2)X(—AXSIN(BXTN2)—BXCOS(BXTN2))/(AXX2+BXX2)
VP2=VK2XEXP(—AXTN2)X(—AXCOS(BXTN2)+BXSIN(BXTN2))/(AXX2+BXX2)
VP3=VK3XTN2+VK1XB/(AXX2+BXX2)+VK2XA/(AXX2+BXX2)VP4=TN5X(VXN—PIxIONXTN3)
VON=FSFOx(VP1+VP2+vP3+VP4)

C F1=ROZ0—VON/ION
C xxx CALCULATE F2 = IN2(TN2)FZ=IÜNX(l.O+IlAXEXP(*AXTNZ)XSIN(BXTNZ))C
C XXX CALCULATE F3 = VXN — VN2(TN2)

F3=VXN—VK1xEXP(—AxTN2)x$IN(BxTN2)
F5=F3—VK2xEXP(—AxTN2)xCOS(BxTN2)—VK3C

C XXX CALCULATE IIN = AVERAGE INPUT CURRENTIIN1=QLx(TN1+QL/2.0/PIxEXP(-2.0xPIxTN1/QL)—QL/2.0/PI)
IIN2=IONXI1AXEXP(-AxTN2)X(—AXSIN(BXTN2)—BXCOS(BXTN2))/(AXX2+BXX2)IIN5=IONXTN2+IONXIIAXB/(AXX2+BXX2)
IIN=FSFOX(IINl+IIN2+IIN3)
RETURN
END

Figure A.4 (Contmued)
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START

INPUT INITIAL PARAMETERS
Fx/Fo· R/Zo· Cu Cc

INPUT INITIAL GUESS
FOR UNKNOWNS

[om Tan- VXN

CALCU1-ATE No, RUNNING I•ARAME‘I‘6Rmx..>.6<x.>.mx.> EXCEEDS R^NGE ?

PERTURB

INDIVIDUALLY, AND RECALCULATE
A-ß•ß

(TO DETERMINE JACOBIAN MATRIX)

dä < 0 (HALF—WAVE MODE)ZTI,} > 0 (I=UI,I,-wAvIz Mom;) ERROR
7

COMPUTE DC VOLTAGE
GAIN AND EFFICIENCYRESULTS WITHIN _TGLERANGI2 1- FROM '<>~· TM- VIN-Fs/Fo• R/Zo· Cu Cc

CALCULATE 1AcoIa1AN MATRIX, PRWT RESUUS
INVERT JACOBIAN MATRIX

INCREMENT RUNNING
PARAMETERFIND NEW VALUES OF (ps/po} R/Za cb W cc)[om Tan- Vxn

USING NEWTON'S FORMULA

Figure A.5 Flowchart for the cdmputation of the dc voltage gain and efficiency of the
buck QU3.Si-1’€SOI18.1’1I COI1VCl’I€I'.
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program generates a "curve" of solutions where a single parameter (normalized
switching frequency, for example) is swept over a range of values. When this is done,
the user need only input the initial guess of the unknowns for the Hrst point to be
calculated. After that, the parameter being swept is incremented in sufliciently small
steps that the results of each previous solution can be used as the initial guess to the
solution of the new point.
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DERIVATION OF DC CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE

SECONDARY-RESONANCE FORWARD CONVERTER

In this appendix the derivation is given for dc Voltage gain, normalized dc magnetizing
current, and normalized peak drain-source Voltage on the MOSFET, for the
secondary-resonance forward converter.

The results of” the derivation given in this appendix are used in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 of
this thesis. A

Symbols used in this appendix are defined in Table B.1, in addition to the previous
definitions given in Table 1.l.
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Table B.l Definition of symbols used in Appendix B.
(See also definitions in Table 1.1.)

iLN Normalized resonant-inductor current

rl = (See Figures B.2 and B.6)

r2 = , /(N//$71 — ION)2 + 1 (See Figures B.2 and B.6)

r3 = , /(\/Ü — ION)? + 1 (See Figure B.6)

AT„ Time interval for Stage n (n = 1,2,3,4)

TS Switching period

vc Resonant-capacitor voltage

vcN Normalized resonant-capacitor voltage

= vc! Vs
vON„ Normalized resonant-capacitor voltage during Stage rz (rz = 1,2,3,4)

VON DC voltage gain

91 = sin-] [IMN/rl] (See Figures B.2 and B.6)

92 = cos°‘ [1/rl] (See Figures B.2 and B.6)

93 = sin;] [l/rz] (See Figures B.2 and B.6)

94 = sin" [(IMN + ION)/rz] , in half·wave mode (See Figure B.2)

= sin'} [1/rg] , in full-wave mode (See Figure B.6)

95 = rt/2 — 94 — sin"} [IMN/rg] (See Figure B.6)
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B.1 Statement of Problem

GIVEN: The secondary-resonance forward converter shown in Figure 5.1; and,

GIVEN:
FS/FO Normalized Switching Frequency
R/ZO Normalized Load Resistance

DETERMINE:

VON DC Voltage Gain
IMN Normalized DC Magnetizing Current

VDSPN Normalized Peak Drain-Source Voltage on MOSFET
= Vcozv + 1

ASSUMPTIONS:

1) The filter inductance, LF, is large enough that the filter-inductor current can
be considered a constant dc value, equal to the load current, IO.
2) The magnetizing inductance, LM, is large enough that the magnetizing current
can be considered a constant dc value, defined as IM.

3) The equivalent circuit for the converter is shown in Figure 5.2.
4) The transformer turns ratio is 1:1. This analysis can easily be applied to other
turns ratios by using Equations (5-1) and (5-2), as described in Section 5.2.
5) The circuit is operating in the mode described in Section 5.1.
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1

B.2 Overview ofSolution?

Because this analysis assumes the converter to be a second-order lossless system, the

state-plane trajectories are comprised of circular arcs and straight lines. Therefore, use
of the state plane is an expedient method for the analysis of this problem. The states
are: resonant-inductor current and resonant-capacitor voltage. The steps used to obtain
the dc characteristics of this converter are:

1) For each topological stage, determine whether the state-plane trajectory is a

circular arc or a straight line. If circular, determine the center; if straight, determine

its location. Determine the condition which causes each topological stage to

change to the next stage.

2) Draw an equilibrium state-plane trajectory based on Step l.

3) From the state-plane trajectory, write the time-domain solution of the

normalized resonant-capacitor voltage during each stage using trigonometric

relations.

4) Formulate an equation for the dc voltage gain, VON. This, and the other
unknowns (IMN and VDSPN), will be solved numerically using the three equations
obtained from the following three steps. O
5) Formulate an equation to describe steady-state conditions, using the fact that
the value of the states at the end of Stage 4 are equal to the value of the states at

the beginning of Stage l.

6) Formulate an equation to describe volt-second balance on the transformer

(which is the same as volt-second balance on the resonant capacitor in this

converter).
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7) Formulate an equation to relate load resistance, dc output voltage, and dc i
output current.

8) Compute the solution using Newton’s method to satisfy the three equations
formulated above.

B.3 Detailed Solution (Half-Wave Mode) g ‘

(The detailed solution for full-wave mode is given in Section BA.)

STEP 1: For each topological stage, determine whether the state-plane trajectory is a
circular arc or a straight line. If circular, determine the center; if straight, determine its
location. Determine the condition which causes each topological stage to change to the
next stage. The states are: resonant-inductor current, iL, and resonant-capacitor

voltage, vc.

Figure B.1 shows pertinent information about the state-plane trajectory for each
topological stage.

STEP 2: Draw an equilibrium state-plane trajectory based on Step 1.

The individual segments of the state-plane trajectory are combined, resulting in the
equilibrium trajectory shown in Figure B.2.

STEP 3: From the state-plane trajectory, write the time-domain solution of the
normalized resonant-capacitor voltage during each stage using trigonometric relations.
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4l4

STAGE 1: [TO ··· Tl]

STAGE 2: [Tl — T2]

STAGE 3: [T2 — T3] iLN

STAGE 4: [T3 — T4]

V2 [

r Iozv ‘*' [MN
2

A
”‘^’

. T , T <-—>· T gN 4 · = [ 4;
4 4 '| 4• 44 4

4

Figure B.2 Equilibrium state—plane trajectory for the secondary·resonance forward
converter in half-wave mode.
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Stage I

VON] = 1 — rl cos(cot — 91) (B — 1)

ATI =

(61Stage2

Stage 3

VCN3 = 1+ F2 COS 94 ’ + ION) (Dt'1

9AT3= -1-rzcos 4 (*8-6)CÜUMN + [011/)

Stage 4

VCNA = “ IMN(D[ "1

+ r cos9AT=T—l-9 6 6 6 4 6-6

STEP 4: Formulate an equation for the dc Voltage gain, VON.

In this converter the output Voltage is the average of the positive portion of the
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resonant—capacitor Voltage. The resonant—capacitor Voltage is positive during Stages 2
and 3. The normalized output Voltage (dc Voltage gain) is given by,

_ 1 AT AT

The integrands and the limits of integration in Equation (B-9) have been found in Step
3. Making the required substitutions and performing the integration results in,

1 6 2
VON rz cos((-)4 + rc/2) + r2 cos

93STEP5: Formulate an equation to describe steady-state conditions.

The value of the normalized resonant—capacitor Voltage at the end of Stage 4 is equal to
its value at the beginning of Stage 1.

VCON = ' l’cN4(AT4) (B ‘ 10)

Also, from the state-plane diagram, by trigonometry,

VCON = rl(COS 61) —1

—'Substitutingresults obtained in Step 3 into the right side of Equation (B-10) and
subtracting the right side of Equation (B-11) gives,

N l + rz cos 64f] =0=l—r1(cos91)·—IMN91+92-1-93+94+——cot+————-——2 [MN + [ON

STEP 6: Formulate an equation to describe Volt-second balance on the transformer
(which is the same as Volt-second balance on the resonant capacitor in this converter).
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The integral of the (normalized) resonant-capacitor voltage over an entire switching
cycle must be equal to zero.

dz dz = 0 (B - 12)

The sum of the second and third terms of this equation is known from the computation
of the dc voltage gain. This gives,

11§‘T¤VON1dV+ TS VON 0 (B — 12)

Substituting for the integrands and the limits of integration, performing the integration,
and using the results from the dc voltage gain,

0 = 91+ 92 + 93 + 94 + lg- — r1sin91— r1sin92 + r2cos93 ·— r2cos(94 + rc/2)

(1+ fz cos 94)2 [MN 211: N 1+ r2 cos 94 2
hl---- —91—92—93—94———i————

2 (IMN ‘1' low) 2 Fs/Fo 2 [MN J" [01v

STEP 7: Formulate an equation to relate load resistance, dc output voltage, and dc
output current.

In terms of normalized parameters,

/-0-1/ON-12/z B-2 ‘ " "' 0 ( 14)[ON

STEP 8: Compute the solution using Newton’s method to satisfy the three equations
derived in Steps 5, 6, and 7.

The three equations are:

A1·1>E1~1mx 1; ns



F(X) = fE(X) = O (B ‘ 15)
J€(X)

The functionsÄ, Ä, and are defined in the previous three steps. Also, there exist three
unknowns,

Iozv

·

X = [MN (B - 16)

_ Vcozv

Newton’s method is used to iteratively solve these simultaneous nonlinear equations.
Newton’s method, and its application in solving this problem, are discussed in Step 9
ofAppendix A.

The FORTRAN program written to implement the numerical solution is shown in
Figure B.3. A corresponding flowchart is given in Figure B.4. Observe, in the flowchart,
that it is necessary for the user to supply an initial guess for the unknown variables. This
initial guess must be close enough that Newton’s formula (Equation (A-59)) will
converge. Instead of only calculating results for a single set of input parameters, the
program generates a "curve" of solutions where a single parameter (normalized
switching frequency, for example) is swept over a range of values. When this is done,
the user need only input the initial guess of the unknowns for the first point to be
calculated. After that, the parameter being swept is incremented in sufficiently small
steps that the results of each previous solution can be used as the initial guess to the
solution of the new point.
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_______________._.____*.......——YwgggXXXXXXXXX—X—————————————————————————————————————————<

C XX SOLVES HALF—NAVE MODE DC CHARACTERISTICS OF THEC XX SECONDARY—RESONANCE FORNARD CONVERTERE XX LEN ROUFBERG AUGUST 20, 1986
C INPUTS:
C FSFO = FS/FO = NORMALIZED SNITCHING FREQUENCYg ROZO = R/ZO = NORMALIZED LOAD RESISTANCE
C ÜUTPUTS :
C VON = DC VOLTAGE GAINC IMN = NORMALIZED DC MAGNETIZING CURRENT
E VDSPN = NORMALIZED MOSFET PEAK DRAIN—SOURCE VOLTAGE
C INTERMEDIATE RESULTS:
C ION = NORMALIZED DC OUTPUT CURRENTC VCON = —(NORMALIZED RESONANT-CAPACITOR VOLTAGE ATC THE BEGINNING OF TOPOLOGICAL STAGE 1)C
C FUNCTIONS SOLVED BY NENTON'S METHOD:C FSS DESCRIBES STEADY STATE CONDITIONS (=F1)C FVSB DESCRIBES VOLT—SECOND BALANCE (=F2)C FROZO RELATES LOAD RESISTANCE TOC OUTPUT VOLTAGE AND CURRENT (=F3)C

IMPLICIT REALX8 (A—Z)
COMMON PI
PI=3.14159265

C
C XX INPUT INTITIAL PARAMETERS XX

PRINT X,'ENTER ROZO'READ(6,X) ROZO
PRINT X,'ENTER FSFO‘

C READ(6,X) FSFO
C XX INPUT INITIAL GUESS FOR UNKNONNS XXPRINT X,'ENTER ION'READ(6,X) ION

PRINT X,'ENTER IMN'
READ(6,X) IMN
PRINT X,‘ENTER VCON'
READ(6,X) VCONC

C XX CALCULATE FUNCTION VALUES AT POINT (ION,IMN,VCON) XX10 CALL CALCF(ROZO,FSFO,ION,IMN»VCON,FSS,FVSB,FROZO)A1=FSS
A2=FVSB
A5=FROZ0

C
C XX CHECK IF RESULT NITHIN TOLERANCE XXIF (A1XX2+A2XX2+A3XX2 .LT. 0.00001) GOTO 100C
C XX PERTURB ION XX

ION=ION+0.001
CALL CALCF(ROZO,FSFO,ION,IMN»VCON,FSS,FVSB,FROZO)A4=FSS

Figure B.3 FORTRAN program to compute the dc characteristics of the secondary-
resonance forward converter in half-wave mode.
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I

I
A5=FVSB
A6=FROZ0

C ION=ION—0.001
C XX PERTURB IMN xx

IMN=IMN+0.001
CALL CALCF(ROZO,FSFO,ION„IMN„VCON,FSS,FVSB,FROZO)A7=FSS
A8=FVSB
A9=FROZ0

C IMN=IMN-0.001
C XX PERTURB VCON XX

VCON=VCON+0.001
CALL CALCF(ROZO,FSFO,ION;IMN,VCON,FSS,FVSB,FROZO)
A10=FSS
A11=FVSB
A12=FROZ0

C VCON=VCON-0.001
C xx CALCULATE JACOBIAN xx

J1l=(A4—A1)/0.001
J12=(A7—A1)/0.001
J13=(A10—A1)/0.001
J21=(A5—A2)/0.001
J22=(A8—A2)/0.001
J23=(A11—A2)/0.001
J31=(A6-A5)/0.001
J32=(A9—A3)/0.001

C J33=(A12—A5)/0.001
C XX CALCULATE INVERSE JACOBIAN (XDET) xx

N11=J22xJ33—J32xJ23
N12=J32xJ13—J12xJ33
N15=J12XJ23—J22xJ13
N21=J23xJ51-J21xJ33
N22=J11XJ33-J31xJ13
N25=J21xJ15-J11xJ25
N31=J21xJ32—J31XJ22
N52=J31XJ12—J11xJ32
N33=J11XJ22-J21xJ12
DET=J11xN1l+J12XN21+J13XN31

C
C XX CALCULATE NEN VALUES FOR ION,IMN,VCON Xx

ION=ION—(A1XN1l+A2xN12+A3xN13)/DET
IMN=IMN—(AlXN2l+A2XN22+A5XN23)/DET
VCON=VCON—(A1XN31+A2XN32+A3XN33)/DET
NRITE (6,90)ION„IMN,VCON

90 FORMAT (5E13.4)
91 FORMAT (6E13.4)
92 FORMAT (2E13.4)

C GOTO 10
C xx PRINT RESULTS xx

100 CALL THSRS(ION,IMN,VCON,R1,R2»TH1,TH2,TH5»TH4)

F1gurc B.3 (Contmucd)
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1
1

VON=TH5+TH4+PI/2—R2xCOS(TH4+PI/2)
VDSPN=VCON+1
NRITE (6,110) ROZO,FSFO,ION,IMN,VCON,VON,FSS,FVSB
NRITE (8,92) FSFO,VON
NRITE (9,92) FSFO,VDSPN
NRITE (10,92) FSFO,IMN

C 110 FORMAT (8E13.4)
C xx INCREMENT RUNNING PARAMETER xx
C FSFO=FSFO+0.01
C xx CHECK IF RUNNING PARAMETER EXCEEDS DESIRED RANGE xxIF (FSFO .GT. 1.0 ) STOP

GOTO 10
C END
C xx COMPUTE THETAS (TH1 — TH4) AND RADII (R1,R2) xxE xx (THESE ARE PARAMETERS ON THE STATE PLANE) xx

SUBROUTINE THSRS(ION,IMN,VCON,R1,R2,TH1,TH2,TH5,TH4)
IMPLICIT REALx8 (A—Z)
COMMON PI
R1=SQRT(IMNxx2+(VCON+1)xx2)
R2=SORT((SQRT(R1xx2-1)—ION)xx2+1)
TH1=ASIN(IMN/R1)
TH2=ACOS(1/R1)TH3=ASIN(1/R2) ~
TH4=ASIN((IMN+ION)/R2)
RETURN

C END xx COMPUTE THE FUNCTIONS: FSS, FVSB, FROZO xx
SUBROUTINE CALCF(ROZO, FSFO, ION, IMN, VCON, FSS, FVSB, FROZO)IMPLICIT REALx8 (A—Z)
COMMON PI
CALL THSRS(ION,IMN,VCON,R1,R2,TH1,TH2,TH5,TH4)

C
C xx COMPUTE THE STEADY—STATE FUNCTION (FSS) xx

FSS=TH1+TH2+TH3+TH4+PI/2·2xPI/FSFO+(1+R2xCOS(TH4))/(IMN+ION)
FSS=—IMNxFSS—R1xCOS(TH1)+1

C
C xx COMPUTE THE "VOLT-SECOND BALANCE" FUNCTION (FVSB) xx

FVSB=TH1+TH2+TH5+TH4+PI/2—R1xSIN(TH1)-R1xSIN(TH2)+R2xCOS(TH3)
FVSB=FVSB—R2xCOS(TH4+PI/2)+((l+R2xCOS(TH4))xx2)/2/(ION+IMN)
0=2xPI/FSFO-TH1—TH2—TH3-TH4—PI/2-(1+R2xCOS(TH4))/(IMN+ION)

C FVSB=FVSB—IMN/2*0**2
C xx COMPUTE THE "RO/ZO" FUNCTION (FROZO) xx

v0N=TH3+TH4+PI/2—R2xc0S(TH4+PI/2)
VON=(VON+R2xCOS(TH3)+((1+R2xCOS(TH4))xx2)/2/(IMN+ION))xFSFO/2/PI
FROZO=VON/ION—ROZO
RETURN '
END

Figure B.3 (Coritmued)
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START

INPUT INITIAL PARAMETERS
FS/FO, R/ZO

INPUT INITIAL GUESS
FOR UNKNOWNS

Ion- [mv- Vcozv I

CALCULATE
A-A-A

YES Rßsums wmim
TOLERANCE 7

PERTURBCOMPUTE:
V [ V [ow- [mv- Vcozv0N• MN• DSPN INDIVIDUALLY, AND RECALCULATEFROM: ION, IHN, VCON

AND·I-' /F R/Z
AA'];

° S O° 0 TO DETERMINE JACOBIAN MATRIX

PRINT RI5$UI,T$ INVERT JACOBIAN MATRIX

INCREMENT RUNNING FIND NEW VALUES FOR
PARAMETER [OM [MM VCON

USING NEWTON'S FORMULA

RUNNING PARAMETER
EXCEED DESIRED RANGE 7

YES

DONE

Figure B.4 Flowchart for computing the dc characteristics of the secondary-resonance
forward converter.
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1
B.4 Detailed Solution (Full-WaveMode)The

steps used to determine the dc characteristics in full-wave mode are identical to that
of half—wave mode. However, the state-plane trajectories, equations, and (most
important) the results are different.

STEP 1: For each topological stage, determine whether the state-plane trajectory is a
circular arc or a straight line. If circular, determine the center; if straight, determine its
location. Determine the condition which causes each topological stage to change to the
next stage. The states are: resonant-inductor current, iL, and resonant-capacitor
voltage, vC.

Figure B.5 shows pertinent information about the state-plane trajectory for each
topological stage.

STEP 2: Draw an equilibrium state-plane trajectory based on Step 1.

The individual segments of the state-plane trajectory are combined, resulting in the
equilibrium trajectory shown in Figure B.6.

STEP 3: From the state-plane trajectory, write the time-domain solution of the
normalized resonant-capacitor Voltage during each stage using trigonometric relations.

Stage I '

VCN1 = 1 — r1cos(cot — 91) (B — 17)

AT1 = (91 + 92)/co (B — 18)
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N NN

STAGE 1: [To - TQ]

STAGE 2: [TQ - T3]

STAGE 3: [T3 — T3]

STAGE 4: [T3 — T4}
[LNT1

Ä

T2
:
1

I
1

[ ION + [MN

1
Q

: ’3 94 I
I E
1 1
' T2 N
' 1
I
N·é·*—‘ VCON 1 “"">’Ü
I •

· 1I 1:·<———T? Voszw $*-*-*9:

Figure B.6 Equilibrium state·p1ane trajectory for the secondary-resonance forward
converter in full—wave mode.
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1Stage

2VCNZ = l + rZ sin(cot — 03) (B — 19)

ATZ = (2 03 + 1:)/co (B — 20)

Stage 3

vc-N3 = l — rg sin(cot + 04) (B — 21)

Stage 4

Vcm = 1 °' V3 $1¤(94 + 96) “ IMNCÜI (B ‘ 23)

AT4=TS°';]$*[91+92+2G3+W+95]STEP

4: Formulate an equation for the dc voltage gain, VON.

The output voltage is the average of the positive portion of the resonant-capacitor

voltage. In full-wave mode, the resonant-capacitor voltage is positive only during Stage

2. The normalized output voltage (dc voltage gain) is given by,

lVON = 7'„;j$T2vCN2 dt (B —— 25)

The integrand and the limit of integration have been found in Step 3. Making the

required substitution and performing the integration gives,
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l
IH
l

F F (
VON rt + 22*2 cos 92] (B —

26)STEP5: Formulate an equation to describe steady-state conditions.

The value of the normalized resonant-capacitor voltage at the end of Stage 4 is equal to

its value at the beginning of Stage 1.

Vcozv = ‘ "c2v4(A724) (B " 27)

Subtracting the right side of Equation (B-27) from the left side and using Equations

(B—23) and (B-24), gives,

fa :0:1—V3SiH(94+95)-IMN[Ä‘*°9l “92"‘293"TE“95]+ VCONFs/Fo

STEP 6: Formulate an equation to describe volt-second balance on the transformer

(which is the same as volt-second balance on the resonant capacitor in this converter).

The integral of the (normalized) resonant-capacitor voltage over an entire switching

cycle must be equal to zero.

j§TlVCNl 42 + jgm VCN2 dr + §$T3VCN3 dz + j§T4VCN4 dr = 0 (ß — 28)

The second term of this equation is known from the computation of the dc voltage gain.

Using Equation (B-25),

jäft VCNI dz dr dz = 0 (B — 29)
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l
Substituting for the integrands and the limits of integration, performing the integration,
and using the results from the dc Voltage gain,

F
95'“r1SiI].91-'rlSiI],62

+ 22*2 cos 95 — r5 cos 94 + 2*5 cos(94 + 95)]

. Fs/F0 22: _ _ 2

STEP 7: Formulate an equation to relate load resistance, dc output Voltage, and dc
output current.

ln terms of normalized parameters,

f—0—V°^’—R/Z 12-303 ‘ " T" 0 ( )ON

STEP 8: Compute the solution using Newton’s method to satisfy the three equations
derived in Steps 5, 6, and 7.

The description of Newton’s method is given in the corresponding step for half-wave
mode (Section B.3, Step 8). The flowchart for the numerical solution of the equations
is also the same as for half-wave mode, shown in Figure B.4. The only differences
between the programs for half-wave and full-wave mode are the functions, jj, ß, and J5,
and some of the intermediate variables. The FORTRAN program written to implement
the numerical solution, for full-wave mode, is shown in Figure B.7.
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S
S

SC XX SOLVES FULL—WAVE MODE DC CHARACTERISTICS OF THEC XX SECONDARY-RESONANCE FORWARD CONVERTERE XX LEW ROUFBERG AUGUST 21, 1986
C INPUTS:
C FSFO = FS/FO = NORMALIZED SWITCHING FREQUENCY
E ROZO = R/ZO = NORMALIZED LOAD RESISTANCE
C UUTPUTS:
C VON = DC VOLTAGE GAINC IMN = NORMALIZED DC MAGNETIZING CURRENTVDSPN = NORMALIZED MOSFET PEAK DRAIN—SOURCE VOLTAGE
C INTERMEDIATE RESULTS:
C ION = NORMALIZED DC OUTPUT CURRENTC VCON = -(NORMALIZED RESONANT—CAPACITOR VOLTAGE AT
E THE BEGINNING OF TOPOLOGICAL STAGE 1)
C FUNCTIONS SOLVED BY NEWTON'S METHOD:
C FSS DESCRIBES STEADY STATE CONDITIONS (=F1)
C FVSB DESCRIBES VOLT—SECOND BALANCE (=F2)
C FROZO RELATES LOAD RESISTANCE TOC OUTPUT VOLTAGE AND CURRENT (=F3)
C

IMPLICIT REALX8 (A—Z)
COMMON PI
PI=3.14159265

C
C XX INPUT INTITIAL PARAMETERS XX

PRINT X,'ENTER ROZO'
READ(6,X) ROZO
PRINT X,'ENTER FSFO'
READ(6,X) FSFO

C
C XX INPUT INITIAL GUESS FOR UNKNOWNS XX

PRINT X,'ENTER ION'READ(6,X) ION
PRINT X,'ENTER IMN'
READ(6,X) IMN
PRINT X,'ENTER VCON'
READ(6,X) VCON

C
C XX CALCULATE FUNCTION VALUES AT POINT (ION,IMN,VCON) XX

10 CALL CALCF(ROZ0,FSFO,ION»IMN,VCON,FSS,FVSB,FROZO)
A1=FSS
A2=FVSB

C A5=FROZ0
C XX CHECK IF RESULT WITHIN TOLERANCE XX· IF (A1XX2+A2XX2+A3XX2 .LT. 0.00001) GOTO 100C
C XX PERTURB ION XX

ION=ION+0.001
CALL CALCF(ROZ0,FSFO,ION,IMN,VCON,FSS,FVSB,FROZO)
A4=FSS

Figure B.7 FORTRAN program to compute the dc characteristics of the secor1dary·
ICSOIIZIHCC H1 mOdC.
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A5=FVSB
A6=FROZ0

C ION=ION-0.001
C XX PERTURB IMN XX

IMN=IMN+0.001
CALL CALCF(ROZO,FSFO,ION,IMN,VCON,FSS,FVSB,FROZO)A7=FSS
A8=FVSB
A9=FROZ0

C IMN=IMN—0.001
C XX PERTURB VCON XX

VCON=VCON+0.001
CALL CALCF(ROZO„FSFO,ION,IMN»VCON,FSS,FVSB,FROZO)A10=FSS
A11=FVSB, A12=FROZ0

C VCON=VCON—0.001
C xx CALCULATE JACOBIAN xx

J11=(A4'Ä1)/Ü.ÜÜ1
J12=(A7—A1)/0.001
J13=(A10—A1)/0.001
J21=(A5—A2)/0.001
J22=(A8—A2)/0.001
J25=(A11-A2)/0.001J31=(A6—A3)/0.001
J32=(A9—A5)/0.001
J33=(A12-A3)/0.001C

C XX CALCULATE INVERSE JACOBIAN (xDET) xxN11=J22XJ33-J52xJ23
N12=J32xJ15-J12xJ33
N13=J12xJ25-J22xJ13
N21=J23xJ51—J21xJ35
N22=J11xJ35-J31xJ15

I N23=J21xJ13-J11xJ25
N31=J2lxJ32—J31xJ22
N32=J31XJ12—J11xJ32
N33=J11xJ22—J21xJ12

C DET=J11XN11+J12xN21+J13xN31
C XX CALCULATE NEN VALUES FOR ION,IMN,VCON xx

NRITE (6„90)ION,IMN„VCON90 FORMAT (5E13.4)91 FORMAT (6E15.4)92 FORMAT (2E15.4)
C GOTO 10
C xx PRINT RESULTS xx100 CALL THSRS(ION,IMN,VCON,R1,R2,R3•TH1,TH2»TH3,TH4,TH5)

Figure B.7 (Contmued)
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v0N=(2XTH3+PI+2XR2Xc0S(TH3))XFSF0/2/PI
VDSPN=VCON+1
NRITE (6,110) ROZO,FSFO,ION,IMN,VCON,VON,FSS,FVSB
NRITE (8,92) FSFO,VON
NRITE (9,92) FSFO,VDSPN
NRITE (10,92) FSFO,IMN

C 110 FORMAT (8E13.4)
C XX INCREMENT RUNNING PARAMETER XX
C FSFO=FSFO+0.01
C XX CHECK IF RUNNING PARAMETER EXCEEDS DESIRED RANGE XX

IF (FSFO .GT. 1.0 ) STOP
GOTO 10

C END
C XX COMPUTE THETAS (TH1 - TH4) AND RADII (R1,R2) XX_ E XX (THESE ARE PARAMETERS ON THE STATE PLANE) XX

I SUBROUTINE THSRS(ION,IMN,VCON,R1,R2,R3,TH1,TH2,TH3,TH4,TH5)
IMPLICIT REALX8 (A—Z)
COMMON PI
R1=SQRT(IMNXX2+(VCON+1)XX2)
R2=SQRT((SQRT(R1XX2—1)—ION)XX2+1)
R5=SQRT((SQRT(R2XX2-1)—I0N)XX2+1)
TH1=ASIN(IMN/R1)
TH2=ACOS(1/R1)
TH3=ASIN(1/R2)
TH4=ASIN(1/R3)
TH5=PI/2-TH4—ASIN(IMN/R3)
RETURN

C END
C XX COMPUTE THE FUNCTIONS: FSS, FVSB, FROZO XX
C

SUBROUTINE CALCF(ROZ0, FSFO, ION, IMN, VCON, FSS, FVSB, FROZO)IMPLICIT REALX8 (A—Z)
COMMON PI
CALL THSRS(ION,IMN,VCON,R1,R2,R3,TH1,TH2,TH3,TH4,TH5)

C
C XX COMPUTE THE STEADY-STATE FUNCTION (FSS) XX

FSS=IMNX(2XPI/FSFO—TH1—TH2-2XTH3-PI—TH5)
FSS=1—R3XSIN(TH4+TH5)—FSS+VCON

C
C XX COMPUTE THE "VOLT-SECOND BALANCE" FUNCTION (FVSB) XX

FVSB1=(2XTH3+P1+2XR2XCOS(TH3))XFSFO/2/PI
FVSB2=(TH1+TH2-R1XSIN(TH2)—R1XSIN(TH1))XFSFO/2/PI
FVSB3=(TH5+R3XCOS(TH4+TH5)—R5XCOS(TH4))XFSFO/2/PI
FVSB4=(1—R3XSIN(TH4+TH5))X(1—(TH1+TH2+2XTH3+PI+TH5)XFSFO/2/PI)
FVSB5=IMNX((2XPI/FSFO—TH1—TH2—2XTH3-PI—TH5)XX2)XFSFO/4/PI
FVSB=FVSB1+FVSB2+FVSB3+FVSB4—FVSB5

C
C XX COMPUTE THE "R/ZO" FUNCTION (FROZO) XX

VON=(2XTH3+PI+2XR2XCOS(TH5))XFSFO/2/PI
FROZO=VON/ION-ROZ0
RETURN
END

Figure B.7 (Continued)
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